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INTRODUCTION TO THE J.McCOSH C COMPILER

C COMPILER AND LIBRARY REVISION

With the release of Version 26 of the J. McCosh C Compiler comes a thorough
revision of the Standard Library. Almost all the functions available have either
been completely re-written or the UniFLEX versions have been installed. Quite a
few new functions have been added.

The previous version was produced with the main aim of providing a minimum
useful set of functions at the least cost in program size. The current version
is considerably more flexible and sophisticated at a modest extra cost in
program size.

The principal changes are:

1. Random file handling, including file positioning.

2. Devices such as printers may be accessed through the
functions.

normal I/O processing

3. The Ihigh-levell I/O functions are buffered to improve efficiency.

4. Terminal I/O mode control.

It is VERY IMPORTANT for users of previous versions to note the following
changes as they might affect their existing programs.

ADDITIONS

abs absolute value of an integer

assert debugging aid

checkterm check whether a character has been typed at the terminal.

devopen open a user-defined device for read and write.

errno.h error definition file

fdopen return a file POINTER for an existing file DESCRIPTOR.

fflush write out i/o buffer contents.

fms direct access to the FMS.

fseek,lseek seek to a position in a random file.

perror print error string on terminal

setwd etc. set or get current system drive or working drive

stty set up terminal access modes (e.g. no echo)

setbuf Imanuall ;/0 buffer setting.

- 1 -
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DELETIONS

setbin binary mode
'creat'.

is now indicated by an argument to 'open' or

CHANGES

By popular demand, the functions 'toupper()' and 'tolower()' check that their
arguments are suitable before doing the mapping. They are now implemented as
library routines ratilerthan macros.

'Create)' now has a meaningful mode which indicates the type of file desired.
The types of file are TEXT, BINARY and RANDOM. The default extensions for these
types are, respectively, '.TXT', '.BIN' and '.DAT'.

The mode for 'open()' can also indicate whether the file is to be treated as
binary. No such indication is necessary or allowed for random files, as this
information ;s kept with the file's directory entry.

All I/O through the high-level functions such as 'printf()', 'putc()', 'getc()'

are now buffered. This considerably cuts down the amount of processing required

per character and improves efficiency. It also means that line editing can be
properly implemented for input from the terminal keyboard. However, any I/O
stream may be made un-buffered before any character has been read or written on
the stream. In any case, the stream for 'stderr', which is always routed to the

terminal, is un-buffered. The disadvantage of buffering is that what appears on
the screen or in a file' may be out of step with the program. However, at any
time the program may call 'fflush()' to force the writing of the buffer
contents. This is automatically done when a file is closed and at the end of the

program. For additional convenience, 'printf()' (but not 'fprintf()') calls
'fflush()' just before returning to its caller.

The startup module, 'CSTART.R', has been carefully reviewed. Its method of
operation has been changed slightly to give a more consistent and reliable
interface to preceding and following programs. Also, it now contains the stack
and memory management code which was previously in a separate library module. It
is recommended that previous users read the section on STAND-ALONE CODE,
elsewhere in this manual, where there is a listing of this module.

The pre-defined integer, 'errno', can be interrogated after any error in a
library routine. It will contain a number indicationg the type of error. A
header file, 'errno.h', is provided which lists the definitions of these
numbers, including a few which extend the FLEX error number list. The argument
of a call to 'exit()' or ' exit()' is placed in the FLEX location ERRTYP ($CC20)
so that a following, or waiting, program can know about it. Typically, a program
might have this statement:

exit(errno);

A program returning from 'main()' is equivalent to a call:

exit(O);

Non-recoverable situations such as floating point overflow cause an
'exit(errno)' call. Among the non-recoverable conditions are a stack overflow
and RETURN being pressed after a screen output pause.

Since there are several implementations of FLEX which are not careful about

preserving register values over calls the DP, Y and U registers are saved on the
stack beforeALL calls to FLEX and restored on return.

- 2 -
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COMPILER CHANGES

Some improvements and
itself:

enhancements have been incorporated in the compiler

1. The new type 'unsigned char' has been introduced to give an 8 bit data type
with values from 0 to 255.

2. The compiler now looks for its own modules and include files on the current

system drive. If they are not all on the same drive, .the system drive can be

set to ALL by 'ASN.CMD' to ensure that they are found. However~ because of
the difficulty of passing the necessary information to 'CLOAD', the Standard
Library and 'CSTART.R' must still be located on the same drive as 'CC.(MD'.

3. The pre-processor now recognises two identifiers with speciaL meanings.
'FILE' expandsto the name of the fiLe in which it appears.. LINE' expands

to the Line number within this file at which it appears. These are most
usefuL for implementing debugging aids such as 'assert()'.

- 3 -
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THE C LANGUAGE & IMPLEMENTATION

The package of programs comprising the J. McCOSH C COMPILER is an extremely
powerful system for generating efficient programs for a wide variety of
applications.

The C language is growing in popularity for use on microcomputers as it is

highly versatile. Programs written in C are more portable between machines than
in almost any other language. This implementation of C is very code efficient
which not only results in smaller object size but also produces FAST program
execution times.

Users of C under FLEX will find that it can replace programming in any other
language. First, the modern structuring and availability of procedures enables
more readable and maintainable programs to be written than in, say, BASIC.

Second, the efficiency of the native 6809 machine code output is far in advance
of most other high-level language compilers available. Third, C places no
restrictions on the programmer as to what part of the machine or its peripherals

may be accesed so that assembly language does not have to be used.

The 'standard' for C is universally accepted to be the book 'The C Programming

Language' written by the designers, Brian Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie. This
book is referred to throughout this manual as 'K & R'. There is no temptation

for implementers of C to 'extend' the language with special key words and
built-in functions because it is so easy for the user to create his own special
purpose functions which are themselves written in C. The net result is that C
programs can 'migrate' with relative ease between machines and operating

systems. The same cannot be said of almost any other "standardised" language. If
a program is written in Basic or assembly code it is virtually a prisoner of the

machine on which it is written and, to a lesser extent, the situation is the
same for Fortran, Cobol and Pascal.

The J. McCOSH C COMPILER is a faithful implementation of the specification of C,
but there are some minor differences listed in the following pages which may be
put right in future releases. It should be reassuring, however, that many major

programs have been successfully ported to and from UNIX and other operating
systems with very little trouble using this compiler.

The J. McCOSHC COMPILER is available on three 6809 operating systems: FLEX
UniFLEX and OS-9 and will shortly be available as a cross-compiler for the 68000
chip.

The FLEX version of this product is marketedby WINDRUSH MICROSYSTEMSLIMITED
under an exclusiveworldwidelicensefrom MICRO PROCESSORDEVELOPMENTSLIMITED.

The UNIFLEX version
DEVELOPMENTSLIMITED.

of this product is available from MICROPROCESSOR

The OS-9 version
CORPORATION.

of this product is available from MICROWARE SYSTEMS

Owing to differences in the operating systems and memory capacity there are
slight differences between the above products. It is safe to say, however, that
virtually any program written under the FLEX version of this product will
compile and run unaltered on the UNIFLEX and OS-9 versions of this product.

- 4 -
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DEVIATIONS FROM THE KERNIGHAN AND RITCHIE SPECIFICATION

The source Language of CC is a proper subset of C as described in 'The C
Programming Language' by Kernighan and Ritchie (hereafterreferredto as K & R).

Exceptions are as foLLows:

a. Bit fieLds are not supported.

b. Constant expressions for initial~zers may only include a~ithmetic
if aLL the operands are of type lint', 'unsigned' or 'char'.

operators

c. The older forms of.assignment operators, ,=+, or '=*', which are recognized
by some C compilers are not supported by CC. You must use the newer forms of
'+=1,'*=1 etc.

d. "#ifdef (or #ifndef)

expression>" isn1t.

...(#else...J #endif" is supported but "#if <constant

e. It is not possible to extend macro definitions or strings over more than
line ot source code.

one

f. The escape sequence for new-line I\n' does not mean Line-feed (hex OA), it
means carriage-return (hex OD). This is because FLEX uses the latter for all
end-ot-line indications. All programs which use I\n' for end-of-line (which
includes aLL programsin K & R) will work unalteredas intended. See below
for a way to express the line-feed character.

- 5 -
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LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS

The following paragraphs outline the extensions to the 'c' language available in
this compiler and are provided for those users who are more concerned with code
efficiency of the native 6809 code than with portability. If you desire to port

your 'c' programs to other environments these extensions to the language should
NOT be used.

a. The 6809 microprocessor instructions for accessing memory via an index
register or the stack pointer can be relatively short and fast and these are
used in C programs to access 'auto' (function local) variables or function

arguments. The instructions for accessing global variables are normally not
so nice and must be three bytes long and correspondingly slow. However, the
6809 has a nice trick which helps considerably. Memory anywhere in a single

page (256 byte block) may be accessed with fast, two byte instructions. This
is called the 'direct page' and at any time its location is specified by the
contents of the 'direct page register' within the processor. The link-loader
sorts out where this should be and it need not concern the programmer. He/she

only needs to specify for the compiler whi~h variables should be in the
direct page to give the maximum benefit in code size and execution speed.

To this end, a new storage class specifier is recognised by the compiler. In
the manner of K & R page 192, the sc-specifier list is extended as follows

sc-specifier:

auto
static
extern
register
typedef
direct

The new key word may be used in place of one of the other sc-specifiers and

its effect is that the variable will be placed in the direct page. 'Direct'
may only be used to define global variables; i.e. it may no. be used to
declare function arguments or local variables. 'Direct' variables may not be
initialised but will, in common with all other variables not explicitly
initialised, have the value zero at the start of program execution. If all

the direct variables occupy less than the full 256 bytes, the remaining

global variables will occupy the balance and memory above if necessary. If
too many bytes of storage are requested in the direct page in this way the
link-loader will complain and the programmer will have to remove one or more

'direct' specifiers before re-compiling. A variable may be defined 'direct'
in one file and declared 'extern' in another. The only adverse effect is that
the machine instructions generated for the second file will be the less
efficient three-byte ones.

WAR N I N G

It should be borne in mind that 'direct' is specific to this
compiler and it may not be possible to port programs written
using it to other environments without modification.

- 6 -
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LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS (continued)

b. A line beginning lI#asm"switches the compiler into a mode which passes all
subsequent lines not begining "#endasm" unchanged to the output. This is a
useful facility for inserting lines of assembly code. The lI#endasm"switches
the mode back to normal.

c. The escape sequences for non-printing characters in character constants and
strings (see K & R page 181) are extended as follows:

line-feed LF \l

this is to
(hex OD).

distinguish LF (hex OA) from \n which on FLEX is the same as \r

d. bit patterns in the following forms are supported:

\***
\d**
\x**

octal constant
decimal constant
hexadecimal constant

E.G. all of the following have the value of 255 (decimal):

\377 \d2SS \xff

e. A new type is introduced. A variable declared as 'unsigned char' is similar

to one declared 'char' except that its value is in the range of 0 to 255
instead of -128 to +127. THIS TYPE IS NOT GUARANTEED TO BE PORTABLE.

- 7 -
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OBJECT SI ZES

Each variable type requires a specific amount of memory for storage. The sizes
of the basic types in bytes are as follows:

char

unsigned char
int
unsigned
long
float
double

1 byte
1 byte
2 bytes
2 bytes
4 bytes
4 bytes
8 bytes

This compiler follows the PDP 11 implementation in that chars are converted to
ints by sign extension, 'short' or 'short inti means int, 'long inti means long
and 'long float' means double.

The format of a double value is as follows:

+-+ + +

I I seven byte I 1 byte I

I I mantissa I exponent I

+-+ + +

high
addresses

sign bit

The form of the mantissa is sign and magnitude with an implied '1' bit at the
sign bit position. The exponent is biased by 128. The format of a 'float' is
identical except that the mantissa is only three bytes long. Conversion from
'double' to 'float' is carried out by truncating the least significant

(right-most) four bytes of the mantissa. The reverse conversion is by padding
the least significant four mantissa bytes with zeros.

The formats of 'int' and 'double' variables are identical to those used by TSC's
XBASIC.

REGISTER VARIABLES

Up to two register variables may be declared in any function. The only types
permitted for register variables are int, unsigned and pointer. Invalid register
variable declarations are ignored; i.e. the storage class is made auto. For
further details see K & R page 81.

A considerable saving in code size and speed can be made by judicious use of
register variables. The most efficient use is made of them for pointers and

counters for loops. However, if register variables are used in complex

arithmetic expressions there is no saving; for those who know the 6809, this is
because they are the Y and U registers. .

- 8 -
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ARITHMETIC ERRORS

K & R leave the treatment of various arithmetic errors open, merely saying that
it is machine dependent. This implementation deals with a limited number of
error conditions in a special way; it should be assumed that the results of
other possible errors are undefined.

If an error occurs in an arithemetic routine which can not be coped with, the
program exits with an appropriate error status after placing one of the
following messages on the system console:

STANDARDLIBRARY

It is essential to head any source file which uses the higher-level I/O
functions from the standard library with '#include <stdio.h>'. See IC Standard
Library' for details.

PLEASE NOTE: If output via printf(), fprintf() or sprintf() of long integers

is required, the source MUST call 'pflinit()' at some point; this
is necessary so that programs not involving longs do not have the

extra longs output code appended. This function does nothing, but
existence of a call to it in a source file informs the loader
that the relevant routine must be loaded.

COMMAND LINE ARGUMENTS

Programs written in C which are invoked with command line arguments can use the

convention outlined from page 110 of K & R. The system interface makes the

arguments available to the program in exactly the manner described, including
the name of the program itself as argv(OJ.

Arguments are considered delimited by commas
within strings delimited by quotes (" ").

or spaces unless these appear

DEFAULT DRIVES

The default disk drive for all file handling is the WORKing drive (defined by
'ASN'). However, programs can change the working drive temporarily by using
'setwd()' which is documented in the Low-level Call section of this manual.

The '#include' facility in the C Pre-processor also defaults to the working
drive unless angle bracket < ... > delimiters are used, in which case the
default is the SYSTEM drive.

- 9 -
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WARNINGS

The following paragraphs contain a few warnings of potential pitfalls that might
occur during use of this product.

a. 48K of user memory is essential.
available for use by the compiler.

Memory between $0000 - $BFFF MUST be

b. Because the target machine for this compiler, the 6809, is an 8/16 bit
processor, it has been possible to generate efficient code for 8 and 16 bit
objects. However, code for 32 bit values can at best be four times longer and
slower. Further, it has been possible within the confines of the FLEX memory
limits to do some quite extensive evaluation of constant expressions provided
they involve only constants of type 'char', lint' and 'unsigned'. There is,
unfortunately, no room to do any constant expression evaluation (except
single constants and 'casts' of them) where there are constants of type
'long', 'float' or 'double'. Complex constant expressions involving these
types are evaluated at run time by the compiled program. The moral is : don't
use a long, float or double where an int or unsigned will do.

c. A number of temporary files are created on the working drive during
compilation and it is important to ensure that enough space is available. As

a rough guide, at least three times the number of sectors in the largest
source file (and its included"files) should be free.

d. The identifiers 'edata' and 'end' are pre-defined in the loader and may be
used to establish the addresses of the end of executable code and initialized

data, and un-initialized data respectively. The method of using them is to
take the address using the 'g' operator.

The important thing to remember
re-defined or re-declared.

FILES

E.g. foo(gend);

is these identifiersthat may not be

Compilation of a C program by CC requires that the following files are present
on the SYSTEM drive.

CC
CPREP
CPASS1
CPASS2
COPT
CASM
CLOAD
CSTART
CLIB

.CMO

.CMO

.CMO

.CMD

.CMO

.CMO

.CMO

.R

.LIB

compiler executive program
macro pre-processor

compiler pass one

compiler pass two
assembly code optimizer
relocating assembler
linking loader
program initialisation module

standard library, arithmetic ro~tines and system interface

* * NOT E * *

'CSTARTLR' and 'CLIB.L' must be on the same disk as 'CC.CMD'.

- 10 -
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BUGS

CC has been in use for some time, both internally at Microprocessor
Developments Limited and by end-users, and all known bugs have been removed.
However, a problem report is included with the registration forms and should be
used to report bugs or problems encountered while using CC.

The 'FLEX' implementation of this compiler is marketed exclusively by Windrush
Micro Systems Limited, the UNIFLEX implementation is marketed by
Microprocessor Developments Limited and the OS-9 implementation is marketed by
Microware Systems Corporation. Allthree versions are available from Windrush
Micro Systems.

Any problems or comments in regard to the FLEX implementation
should be directed to:

of this product

Windrush Micro Systems
Worstead Laboratories
North Walsham
Norfolk
England
NR28 9SA

Limted

MPD is the 'home'of the J. McCOSH e COMPILER being:

Microprocessor Developments Limited
3 Cranfield Place
London NW63BT
England

Any suggestions for improvements may be directed to either Windrush or MPD..

SUGGESTED READING MATERIALS

'The C Programming Language'
published by Prentice-Hall.

by Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie,

'Learning to Program in e' and 'e Programming Guidelines' by Thomas Plum,
published by Plum Hall Inc., 1 Spruce Avenue, Cardif, New Jersey, 08232 U.S.A.

'Programming in e' by Stephen G. Kochan, published by Hayden Book Company, 10
Mulholland Drive, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey 07604 U.S.A.

'c Programmers Library' by Purdum, Leslie & Stegemoller, and 'c Programming
Guide' by Jack Purdum. All publishedby Que Corporation, 7999 Knue Road, Suite
202, Indianapolis, Indiana, 46250 U.S.A.

All six of the above books are available through Windrush Micro
you have difficulty in obtaining them.

Systems should
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GETTING THE SYSTEMUP

The first thing you should do with the disk we supply is to make a working copy
of it and store the original in a safe place. You should NEVER use the original
disk in a system that you suspect has hardware problems...it can prove to be
very expensive! We are in the business of selling software, NOT selling
replacement disks!

If you accidentally wipe out the disk we supply we will REQUIRE that you return
the original disk with a cheque or money order for $25.00, if outside of the
U.K., ~r 15.00 Pounds Sterling if within the U.K., to cover our costs in
re-building the disk and return postage. This will prove to be a time consuming
exercise at the best of times. The motto is:

* * * * * * * * * * *
*
*
*
*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*

DON'T EVER USE THE DISK WE SUPPLY FOR ANYTHING *
OTHERTHAN MAKING A WORKINGCOpy OF ITSELF. *

*

The next thing you MUST do is register your copy ot this product with us. We
will NOT respond to ANY query in regard to this product until it has been
registered with us. Once registered you will automatically be sent notice of any
bugs (and how to fix them) as and when they are made known to us.

When you wish to run the compiler, the following must be present on your SYSTEM
DRIVE so you should copy them onto the diskette you intend to use together with
your favourite editor and any other utility programs you may need:

The remaining fiLes on the suppLied diskette are demonstration program source
files which are not required to run the compiler. These files wiLL be described
Later.
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CC .CMD
CPREP .CMD
CPASS1 .CMD
CPASS2 .CrD
COPT .CMD
CASM .CMD
CLOAD .CMD
CLIS .LIB
CSTART .R
STDIO .H
CTYPE .H
SETJMP .H
FLEX .H
ASSERT.H
DeVICE.H
SGTTY .H
ERRNO.H
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USING THE COMPILER

The flexibility of this compiler may be a little bewildering to a new user, but
the more advanced features need never be used and in fact the compilation of

most programs is extremely simple.

The following is a brief description of the way the system

main part of the manual will be easier to understand.

works so that the

The process of compilation involves a number of 'phases" on the journey from
source code as written by the programmer to executable program file.

The first phase is done by the pre-processor, CPREP. The effect is to remove
comments _and redundant spaces from the source code, to add in the text of any
files which the programmer wishes included and to process macros. These are
described in K & R page 86.

..

The second phase is the compiler proper, CPASS1 and CPASS2, which produce an
assembly code output file. It.has been necessary to make this phase two-pass for
FLEX as the single-pass version as running under UniFLEX simpLy will not fit in
the 48k available.

The third phase is assembly, carried out by the relocating assembler, CASH. CASM
is not restricted to assembly of files produced by the compiler so that
user-written assembly code can also be assembled for incorporation in the final
output program.

The last phase is the linking loader, CLOAD. The operation of CLOAD is described

. in some detail in the relevant section later in the manual, but briefly its job
is to add to the output any routines which are needed by the program from a
library and to convert the whole thing into an executable program file as
recognized by FLEX.

All these phases can be controlled individually from the FLEX command line but
in the vast majority of cases it is much better to leave it up to the executive
program, cc. You are encouraged to try the following example compilations just
to prove to yourself that the product does in fact work 'as advertised'.

For example there is a copy of the first C program example in K & R (page 6) on
the supplied diskette as 'HELLO.C'. If you copy this to the current working
drive and type: .

+++CC HELLO.C

you should see the following on the terminal:

cc versionXXXXXXX
serial #XXXX
CPREP :
CPASS1 :
CPASS2 :
CASH:
CLOAD :

+++
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USING THE COMPILER continued

The output file wiLL be calLed IHELLO.CMD' (not la.outl as on

directLy executabLe program which when invoked as:

UNIX) and is a

+++HELLO<CR>

wiLL produce:

hello worLd

+++

on the terminaL.

The reasons for the names of the various parts of the compiler appearing during

compiLation are to inform the user of progress and to help identify which part
, faiLed if an error is detected.

There are two further example programs to try compiling.'FAHRCEL.C' is a
versionof the programon page 11 of K & R. Note the necessity of the
'pffinit();' statement which is explained later. 'WC.C' is an adaptation of the
program on page 18 which can be applied to a fiLe or files as in:

+++WC FRED JOE.

You are now over the first hurdLe with this product; you know that it works! Now
all that remains is to learn how to use some of its more advanced features.

readon.....
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THE COMPILEREXECUTIVE~ 'cc'

,.

The purpose of ICC.tMD' is to automaticaly guide the compilation from 'c' source
code to Motorola M6809 machine code.

SYNTAX

CC ( flags J file...

DESCRIPTION

Up to ten-fi les may be comp.iled together. CC manages the compi lation through up

to four stages: pre-processor, compilation. to assembler code, assembly to
relocatable module and loading to binary, executable cod~.

OPERATION

The compiler accepts three types of
command Line has the relevant extension:

source file provided each name on the

II.C" ..fora' C source file,

".A" for "an assembly language source fi le
.II.R"for a relocatable module. .

Thes. types of source file~ay be mixed on the. cdmma~d lirie.

There are two modes of operation: multiple::source)iLe and single source. file.
The compiler selects the mode by inspecting the. command line. The usual mode is
single ~ource and is specified by having only one source file name on the

command line. Of course~ more than one source file may be compiled together by

using the '#include' facility in the source code. In this mode, the compiler
will use the name obtained by removing the extension from the name supplied on
the command line, and the output will have this name with '.CHD' as its
extension. .

E.g. +++ CC FOO.C

will leave ~n executable file called 'FOO.CMD' on the working drive.

The multiple source mode is specified by having more than one source file name
on the command line. In this mode, the object code output file will have the
name 'OUTPUT.CMD' on the working drive, unless a name is given using the '+F='
option (see below). Also in multiple source mode, the relocatable modules
generated as intermediate files will be left on the working drive with the
extensions changed to ".R".

E.g. +++ cc 1.FOO1.C O.FOO2.C

will leave an executable file called 'OUTPUT.CMD' on the working
called 'FO01.R' and another called 'FOO2.R' on the working drive.

drive, one
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FLAGS

CC recognizes several command-line flags which modify the compilation process
where needed. All 'flags'are recognized before compilation,commences so they may

be placed anywhere on the command line. As is usual unde,rFLEX, flags ma'y be run

together as in,!..+AC', except where a flag is followed by something else; see
'+L=' and '+0'. I

+A suppresses assemb ly, leaving the output as assemb ler code in'a
file whose name has an extension of '.A'.

,". q: /!?-;~~; :' J

: invokes the assembly code optimizer. The optimizer wi ll;' sh~)'rteri'"

""~,,9~j ~c:;~!'c.o~e:jb~,,;~,?~~t ~1%:wt~hc;,~:,,~°'!l~~r;~~J~,..Jn~rease. in;""speed,.i.
':: ,:~nd ~~';i$~t,:~,~c?~~er:tded . ,for.: ;pro.~~,cr~tql1:':Qv~r;si orys '..', gf: :de-bugged,:
.' program~~:[ --:;, ,,?,;.::-~:, ".:' .",..:.Z""..jr:..,,':!"'!~';'::,(~.\J h-:{~ ,=",.,,>'Y ,",;,~:;""s",:!':',

. c:

+0

',' ,.', ,'.:J;,):".~,:j;,;;
,l

,""',~ "

::",+R ,: "~'suppresses' loading 'and linking. library. modules iQ;~.Q~[Aafl'>:
:\;\;}~':" . ."'; ;execu.tabte prog'ram. Outputs are lefti,; ftles "with' extens~f(fns"".

,:~0;:M¥";'i'"f; ~.'~'" i7~~tr.i.,}.;> ..';T '." . ; ~;r,'~~~~~"t~:~rJt~;:;;';"';~;1';;~.,.~~;'.

i.~t;~,~,rt~~<filename>"specifY a library to be searchedbY,"\1:!h~ .~~.;of!~~r:: ~ef9.re.":the'

;~,Ul~.:;H'. " '.: " , S:andard library a,:,d:.; s~~.t~~,~ in~~~f,!~e..,rI.VP~a<~oU:fiY_~,:S~C,h
,;;.;/ '~;.,.'i'..,'. l, brari es, may be spec' f, ed. x...J""""(' .~: ,+, Jt .J';:)I. ", :' "H1'.. 1;,C .

,t}.~?I'N":'.r"" ':. . , , . . ~..\~ ...,.~-" .. ,., .' .;.

::~f;.'.;1\~+F=<filename> over-rides t-o",.a.~9v~.Output;:fJle,!,,~m,;ing.,,;,The,(),~~p.ut . fi,~e_.,:'wiJ..Ir,(;:
':;~{::;:;~(+.': . be leftwitfi<filename>a's its name. This flag does not,make

~~ii~i::':Ij;.~::;~~~"tj~~;~,:j~m;~~[;,p,~~~:~~f:~;''~t!~~,7(;'f~:~f;7f~~;~ ~+~"~~:~~::f:;'.
'+C;,.:c;:" F',.,,~ 7' .. r the!sour'!:e'~'od~' is ~outpu't'a's.'comm'ents'wi'th'£he', assembler .code. t~.

'., ::~::::.-;;., y~,.~ ,;;,>,~;'" ,'.; ". :. '. ,.",' .",'.; ,:".:'~ :,:~;,,; " .' ,.. "::";! ..: j'di; ;'.'.i""'" ;,' "1;"'; i '. <.'
. . ",' . "', .' :, ,..., ..". " ", -. :.' -", "",'." .,- "",;, '>~'" ,'~:":""., ;"",.-.:;ij,'JC.. ~t..:.

, +t.L 2 ,:.,. ".. <,,";<; 'no ."assemJ:)ly code' is' .produced .'hy~ ,. the'" comp.her; an aid,.to'i.:

checking the syntax of a source file. .

" .. '"

.+s stops the generation of stack-checking, code. ;S~ould
"used . with great carewhen'the appliciation is

time-critical and when the use of the stack by

,~,nerated co~e is ful~y understood.

only' 'be
extremely"

compiler

+D<identifier> is equivalent to '#define <identifier>' written.inthe source
file. This facility is useful where different, versions of a
program are maintained in one source file and differentiated by
means of the '#ifdefl or '#ifndef' pre-processor directives. If
the <identifier> is' 'used as a macro for expansion by the
pre-processor, 11' will be the expanded 'value 1 unless theform
I+D<identifier>=<string>'is used in which case the expansion
will be <string>.
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FLAGS , (continued)

The following table gives example command lines that shew the use of some of the
flags available:

COMMANDLINE ACTION OUTPUT FILES

CC FOO.C compile to an executable
program

FOO.CMD

CC FOO.C "'A compile to assembLy.cqde ~ FOO.A

CC FOO.C +RO compile to relocatable
module, invoking the

optimi ser., .~' "i,: ~

FOO.R

CC FOO1.C FOO2.AFOO3..R compile FOO1.C, assemble
FOO2.A and combine~alL

into " an~x~~~.u:tab"le,:
program " , "

FOO1.R, FOO2.R'
OUTPUT.CMD",'-.,.

,",

',', '~:':' ",'"

DIAGNOSTICS
~"'~",

"'n
"

", y'; ',:','

,'., .' .. ,.. ",': , .. " "" ,>.'"" ,n . \,-,.r" '::' , c"" ',',o".t:.+'" " ,":' J~ ('\ r..,'.' '

CC'tp'rovides~good" e'rr9r'detection, 'bu,t""j t,;.is ,in,the natur~ of compilers.:for:'
str\ictured'Languages th'at'one'syntax error 'inS p'rogram can. cause the compiler

to Hoseitsway"and start, issuing a series'of further, perhaps spurious, error
messages. The results of most of the common errors are anticipated by CC and
should not cause this nuisance. If th~ number of errors becomes too large
(currently more than 30) the compiler aborts. Diagnostics from the compiler are
routedto the standardoutput so may be re-directedby IO.CMDI or IP.CMD'."':

CC diag~osticsare 'ingeneral'self-~xplan~t~ry but 'th~ following will help if'
the meaning appears a little obscure. It should be pointedout that a number of
diagnostics appear when a particular token (syntactic unit) is expected in the
input stream and not found. In these cases, the arrow which. points t~ the
offendingplace in the line is pointing to the currently reachedtokeri ~hi~h is,
in general,in a legalplace i.e. the expectedtoken should have preceded it.
This can be particularly confusing when the arrow pointsto the beginningof a
line and the loffencel occurred at the end of the previous line.

The first group of messages point out errors in the source program submitted
the compiler:

to

"aLready a local variabte"

A labeL may not have the same name as a local variable in the same block.

"ar,g,ument error"

A function argument may not be of thfs type.
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., 'd'" "", "", ,.. " ,""
"', '" .,-

DIAGNOSTICS (continued)

"argument storage"

The only storage-specifier allowed in this context is 'register'.

"bad character" .' ..

An unrecognized character in the input file.

"both must be_Lllte.s.ral"
, '

Both oper'ands of',this'operator iniUst be of 'type"i'n'ft~:"uns;gned'or 'long""
<'

,'" .. "~:,,:: " !' ,,: \~~/:"':~,'j ,J';:<~"\';

, ,-
,,;'" "',

"break error":, '~:. :;YJ'"

A ,'break\,appears outsi~e an~ loop or "switchl':i'!:fc'oirt?t1
" ,; " '5 " ' . ",' " '," , ,: ' ." "

"
" ...;

" . :,

"cannot;'Cast;~:!;;:'~~Li':~:);~;; ,~:~~~~',~':',E:", ~;"::;~f' ~"~'~~~f~~~~,n. ;0:::' US,:.:o :; ~n;}.. --,

It ; s not' po~s.,;.~Le to, convert 'th~~typ'~ 'of an;a'rr:11~~r,':,runct ion.
'~ ' ',: "

, ", .

i'ca~not evaluate s'ize"

, .

: " ,,',' ::~,:"ri~1:':r~~E"
Thi-s.-error:occurs for any object definition for ,which a size is' required"a",d~,.to"'----

" w.~ic:h,Jnsuf!1ci:~nt, jnf~rmat~<?nr. t9~ ~()' .'~'~~' i~,,~pr9,y~~c;fjed."i.,~~t ..e~,a,!!,p.te_;.t~is~~~pe;J~
.definition'" ! of" an' array with bounds mlSs1rlg. Ano:th(tr wouLd D(t"the, d.ec,~aratio,n.. of~ ~.'
ap'()i'nter( to 'a11;'obJect~:(such' as;::a~:'strUctur'e'p :whi'cl{ has, ,'no1:"~y!~t"been:",futly' .:.',

defined';; ,":,:~' """< ", .. 'y:,'; :",;:,~)."'-;?~';;,'",. ,',: ~';,".::'1""~::' ,:';;~,<~,.,>. "',,"

, "
.,'::' . ,c' '" ~ ,;:' , ", , ,

"cannot initial fze"'" f' ~',':- "'f',,':" co:"' (-f.. ,"",r>' .. ':' :'.1' ~,~?,:": ,',; .-.,,: ,~...':,;~:::

t.. ~ :' , 0 ' " :"; " - , ... ;,' '..'~'< ! ~",.; ... ~ ..":? ,;"" ~'"t'" r. ,', -: ,."" '

Either th~ objectcan'not be initialized in this
expression canno~ be evaluated~ '

conte~~ or:' the initiatizirtg ,
, ",', I,

"

-
',', ,~ :' -:; ":~ ~:'~. ;:": . .'" ;.

"can't take addre'ss"
.-.

, - .'" : .. '

, , ;. "1 ' ' ..'

It is not possibLe to evaluate the addres~ of a"~egister variable.

"condition needed"

The condition or test
missing or incorrect.

part of an 'if', 'for', 'while' or 'do'..'while'is

, >

"constant expression ~equired"

Initializers must be able to be evaluated at compile time. Initializers of
'long', 'float' or 'double' may only be simple constants (sorry!).

type
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DIAGNOSTICS (continued)

"constant overfLow"

A constant (number) in the source file is too Large for any type in C.

"constant reguired" .

Constants are required in certain places 'such'as 'case' labels and array bounds~

"continue error"

A 'continue" appears outs'ide any loop.'

. -

"declaration mismatch"

The current' declaration/usage of an jgefl;~Jfierj~,.l"consis1:ent with a..previous
mentionof theidenHfier~'."'" '.',..., . '

"divide by zero"

,;":,, "
The expression has a division by the constati't'0. '

',,',

"expression missing"

An expres'sionis reqiHred in"this cOhtext;1:,';;i

..

" "', ;; ';". "
.""

"function header missing"

The compiler has seen an opening braci '('when all preceding Qpening brace.-
have been matched by closing braces ,), i.e. the current position appear. to be
in the 'global' context and no function header has been processed.

"function tlEe error"

A function may not return this type.
,',

"function unfinished"

This will only occur at the end of a source file and where there are still
openingbraces un-matched by closing braces.

"identifier missin,g,"

A type specifier is not followed by the name of the object.

"ille,g,al declaration"

The declaration appears after a statement in a block.
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DIAGNOSTICS (continued)

"label reguired"

A 'goto' must be followed by a label identifier.

"label undefined: "

A label 'which was the object of a 'goto' was ~ot found in the curr.entfunction.

"lvalue,reguired"

AnexpreSS1on is requi~ed here' which evaluate~, to ~h~ address,wh~r.e a valu~"may
be stored. ' ,"', . '" ,, ' ," ,,' .. ,'"

r'

":, ?~~":<!:

"multiele,defauLts"

" ., "

"".."..~,~ ..",.. , "..,.."

O~'(~'~~~'V"~efa&if" label' ma'f'~ppear 'in'th~7~btdt'fc,'f~l1~'i~b#/~~~'i~~~f:> ,~<,~r'~':'~:~,' ',;~;:~,

'5""'/:>'-, "'" ;/ ;..~:' ~",

" ';, uRiU'lti.e.le ' defi'ni ti on"
',' ,..:'\ ~:.~,-,:~ :'.:~._':L:'

, ,

;:The,identifier has already been defi~ed. .! ' ", ' , '
'" c " >~:: ;':0:;..";;, ;~;:~"f)(-; 1:'fn, '

/"

;r~ ,

\ ';, '

::"must be integra Lie , ~,' ; ',' '/;, ,r:'.<,~'1':\i:...I'
, "...":,-,~,..,."",.,,

. Jhi~ express~on must evaluate, to a value °r~~Y,~~~ 'in~~.",:u~~i.gn,;d~., 9r i'.l,opg:,:~'Ci':~ri;,

"name clash" ""
)" , , ':':,,~'

.-' . "" ."",...",-,'

The identifier used as a structuretag has alreadybeen usedfol; .a

mem~er.":",-,"',." ";',.~:'.':' , :,-,",' ,.:"':','::" :,":,'"

,s:truc;~~re~'f '
" ' ' " ~'

,t, ' .~ ,.", ,': ';'" ;"
.. "," ," " ",~.. ", ~ " , .,C ,'"

"named twice"
, "

The identifier appears twice in a function argument list.
.. -,

" f.."" :

"na~e in a cast"

An explicit type conversion (cast) may only have a type name or
between the brackets.

'typedef' name

"no 'if' for 'else'"

An 'else' appears where no previous applicable 'if' has been seen.

"no switch statement"

A 'case' or 'default' appears outside a block following a 'switch'.
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DIAGNOSTICS (continued)

"not a function"

An identifier
function.

which is not a function name appears to be used to call a

"not an ar2ument"

There is no corresponding identifier in the argu~ent list.

"operand expected"

The operand of an arithmetic operator is requ~red in this position.

"e.ointer mismatch"

Pointers on either side of this operator must point to obje~tsofthe sam~ typ~.-
~nd size.

"pointer or integer required"

A pointer or integer must be in this position in this context.

"pointer ~equir.d"
;

A pointer is required in this context. , -

"primary' expected'" ., .

A primary expression is required
representation of an object of one of
identifiers and constants.

in this position. A primary is the
the basic types of C. Examples arei,

"should be NULL"

The only value allowed here is NULL (0).

"stora,g,e error"

Register variables may not be declared in the 'global' context.

"struct member mi smatch"

The identifier has
different offset.

already been declared either with a different type or at a

"struct member reguired"

Only a structure member name is allowed here.
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DIAGNOSTICS (continued)

"struct sl,ntax"

The ~yntax of structure declarations has not been,observed.

"structure or unionina.e.e..!:.2e.riate"

An operation on a structure or union is attemp~ed which is not possible.

"sl,ntax error"
, '

This should only appear ~hen ~he compiler has completely lost track and can~ot'

diagnose the trouble! Either the syntax is.really that bad or previous errors
,have causedthe,:compiLer to become out of sync~ronhation with the thread of the
program. ..

,-, , ',.-,

"thi rd expression missing",
,'", " ..

" "..:',1" ,:,::i; "':',', ..' "', ' :--',

This applies to the ternary operator <e1> ? <e2> :
find <e3>.

<e3> . The compiler
',":::

cannot

,_. -'
'",': T",- -..

""too loni" "

A string initializer for a 'char' array is longer than the declared size of the

array. " '.' ~.:~ ;:~::,-

"too manl,'brackets"

This refers to the block-delimiting braces '{}' and there appear to be toomany.'
closing braces in a function.

"too manl, elements"

There are mor~ initializing elements
available 'slots' in the object.

for an object of derived type than

"tmedef - not a variable"

A 'typedef' identifier is in a position where a normal identifier is expected.

"tl,pe error" "

An arithmetic type only is allowed here~

"tme mismatch"

The expressions on either side of this operator do not conform to the type rules
for assignments.
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DIAGNOSTICS' (continued)
, :..,..,-,,', , .

"undeclared" variable"

The identifier has not
been" dec_l,~:~:~,~.~,,~?1:ined.

"undefined striJcture"
.." ..

, '
.:1,,' "; \.,';; '" .,'..':," -.,," ,'fi', ':'< ;

Refer~nc~to an unknown structure.
,.';\ J" "j ::,

." ", ""."-' ..,~.".

";'unions, no.t:Jcf~l6\,iedJ'i.;d:',

'i~~{~l$~~l~tJdtt~J;,:~; :~iZ."~;c~.
,

i
,

1
,

ii
,

i~
,

;,\ ::::~t:f
,

..

,

~

,

.~~
,,

;.
.

~
,m,na e :'cnara~ter constant!.;;::v.:,","','.' . "\~",},,,;;',;.I.'

.,~~::. ,;;B'f-»t'; f:' ~,;.;t ' ~>,,,',.I,i'e'. :f":(,,\'::r:f~,q;:;:, ., - .'

. i ,:.,';' ,,;, ')'" ,:.

,~
,-

>.- -Dt ": =::"r:i;s:: )i:" :.';"" ';:-:'j"':,'~ cr,!,

";

,',

, ,,~.:l~I~?
.~;'f": "~IJfT~"~,~'

;'., -h,'q, T~,!:~jb;~"

i" '"

,',

~,>
". ,'~,

;,',

i ~ ;~: . :'$;~~:fJ,\~,:j'

" I"":,, '"

. ,;,
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.'..t ..,.-,-,., """" ,., " ..,;;",."".=-_0 , - ""..01-.:.,-, ,. '." - .. ',' ',., , -.,'

DIAGNOSTICS (continued) ." ,
" 'r','""" .' '. ,,' . '.,

:. '.:,:";. ::. :,..

The next group of errors cause immediate termination of the comp~~~~ion. . .,

"can't":open strings file"
". ,:" "'~':"" ""..

IIcan"1="read st'ri'",9s - fi le" . -'
,-

'. ," . '.

Th~ compiler maintains a, temporary fHe for strings. '):; '; , '
, ," ,~ ' "'.-'-""'-

"

lIerror writing assembly code file"
, '0 ;""'" ',' . . . ~';"" .i',;.. ' <'"'~,,:' !II;"

,,'; c"

" co"~t'a."t\
. ""'V"""",'>.,'
, ,', ".:~, :,., ~ ',,' ..

,Ucompjle.r, trqubl~"
"":'c':~"".'. .

. "derefe'rence"

.'-
( :

operator"
" ..,;.. .. "" ",

,:", ."'. ,

.;::;;~:~;;;J,"',r: i . ,,' " ."
,,', .

,,", -- , ,

, .

"LEA arg"
"1,+,

',iop~rci~;or- not. 'implemented"
.+ :,i,

IIre lati ona l Opll

IIstorage error"

, "'.
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THE RELOCATINGASSEMBLER, 'CASM'

SOURCE FILE SYNTAX

A line of assembler source code has up to four, 'fields' separated by spaces or
tabs (hex 09>. Not all fields -a~e either necesjary'or permitted' for some
instructions.

:If " the
may not
written

The label, field starts in the first column of a line and is considered fi lled if
the first character is not a space or tab. Labels may be 'numeric or
alph~numeric; the choice is made by looking at the first character in the fi~ld.
If it is a digit the label is numeric. and may only contain up to two decimal
digits~ "If it is' a letter or an underline (-> the label is alphanumeric and may,
contain any number of letters, digits and underlines but the assembler only
takes the first eight ~haracterstobesigniffcant. Letters are ~ot folded to a
single case so two labels with the, sarnespelling are distinct if the case "ofane'
or, more letters differs.; A label whi c~has ,1;he,same.nameas a,6809. regi ste~, .may , .
n01:' be: ~,'i:c5gn1sed where! H'fs" referenc'ed 'in' ,an qperandfi~eld., NUII!enic .:labe li 'are
temporary in nature and are not used in the same manrieras alphanumenic ,labels;'
there is a full explanation, els~wh~~ein,thi~marJual. ""j, 'I,'

,d' ' "(::;,> , ' ',":' 'c, ,.,', "r:':'~" ',' ",~ i~j" ;,: ':

Thei::'insfr'uction field t()llowst~e~labelti,eldand'may npt beempty.',This,;..,.,f.ield ,.
mustcontafn" either a' 6809'mlJemor,ic or:anasselllbler 'di rect,iy,e. Letters'...fn~thi s'. ,
field "'are<fofded to' lower 'cas'e'so' the mnem'on'ic,or'directivemay be :w'dt't'en' in'"

ei ~h,c:ri~pp'~'r.' ,,~r ~()~~~r .,c;as'~." 1.", ',' ~i ": ,\, e"': ,~,,.,~', :'" ".~ "!;~;.{~,:.~"'.;, ", .,",.,
, instruction expects an operand, "the next fieLd Js the operanddield and'
be'empty'- Where a register name is part of the operand, it, may' be:.
i~ either upper,o~ lower c,ase. 'c. '~":',: ,'"

, ; , ,

The' last' field is the comment field and any characters in it are 'output i" the'
l i stin-g but 'have no other effect. Thi sfi e:ld may be empty. , "

If an input line begins with an asterisk (*> or is completely blank the whole
line is considered to have only a comment field and no instruction, i~ "eeded~

. "-r

MNEMONICS AND ADDRESSING MODES

All the standard
addressing modes.

6809 mnemonics are recognised and so are all the standard,

PROGRAM COUNTERS

It is highly desirable to separate the executable code from the data on which it
operates. For code which will reside in ROM, variables must be outside the ROM
and, in any case, it is usually necessary to cl~ar all non-initialised variables
to zero. "

Memory for data can be regarded as having two sections; one need not have any
particular set of values at the start of a program as the program assigns values
before using them, the other section will have initial values pre-set by the
programmer. Many of the pre-set values may not be altered by the program and it
would be possible to include them with the executable code, but those which may
be altered must be elsewhere.
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PROGRAM COUNTERS (continued)

A relocating assembler and linking loader enable a program to be split into a

number of separate source code modules which are individually assembled and
linked together by the loader. The loader needs to collect all the executable
code from each module and place it in a single block. It needs to do the same
with the alterable initialising data and to collect all the other memory

requirements in order to decide how much memory is needed overall.

The assembler aids in these functions by maintaining 'segments' into which the

various pieces of code and variables are placed. The three traditionally named
segments are:

'text' . executable,; code.

memory with potenti~lly alterable initial values.'"'"" . .
'data'

'bss' memory for use
initial values.

as temporary variables which have no particular

The programmer indicates which segment a section of code refers' to by heading it
with one of these names in the instruction field. It is possible to switch from

one segment to another at any point in the source program ~nd there is no
restriction on how often; the assembler and loader sort it all out between them. .

Code of any kind maybe generated in the 'text' and 'data' segments but none may
be generated in the 'bss' segment. It only makes sense to reserve 'storage. ,here

using the 'rmb' directive. Under FLEX, there is no need to separate the 'text' .

and 'data' segments, but it is convenient when writing assembly code,
particularly. code. produced by a compiler, to be able to switch between the two
without worrying about placing data outside .executable. code. Therefore .the .
assembler separates the two segments in its output module but the loader leaves

the 'data' sections adjacent to their respective 'text' sections in the final
executable file.

The 6809 has'the ability to use one 256 byte 'page' of memory in a special ~ay.
Instructions to access memory in this page are much shorter and faster than for

anywhere else. The location of this 'direct page' is set at any moment by the
contents of the 'direct page register' in the processor.' The assembler- and

loader make use of this ab.ility by providing a fourth segment, 'direct', which
has'similar properties to the 'bss' segment but executable code which refers to

locations in the 'direct' segment will use the more efficient direct addressing
mode. Under FLEX, the loader places the 'direct' segment at the first page
boundary after the 'text' segment. The program must load the direct page
register with the most significant byte of the address of this page before
accessing any variable in it. The address is available to the assembly code
source as 'bdp' so the following code will load the dp register correctly:

ldd
tfr

#bdp
a,dp

For the assembler to have enough information in its first pass to know to
generate the shorter code, it is important that the relevant addresses in the
'direct' segment have been defined earlier in the source code than the accessing
code.
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PROGRAM COUNTERS (continued)

The way the segments work in the assembler is that' each is given a 'program
counter' which' starts life with a value of zero. When code is generated or
storage allocated in a segment; its p'rogram counter is increased by the correct
amount. Each time the source program switches segment the old program counter is
saved and when it switches back to the original segment it is restored and
continues from where it left off. If an expression contains a' '*', meaning the
value of the program counter, it is given the value of the counter for the
current segment. '

Since it is the job of the loader to decide the final addreses of the various
piecesof~code, it makes no sense to have an 'org' directive,wh;ch,-inabsolute
assemblers, defines wh~re in memory the nextsectibn of 6~dets to be pl~ced.
However, 'org' is used by many programmers to define other things than absolute
addresses. It is;tlsefu~;: for.exanip~e, to define 'the oH~ets, fo,..'~elementsof a
structure; e.~. "" "

0 ; . . ' "c' .<,
"', "

org 0
mont~ rmb 1

.Iday',;,"rmb.1"
:~year rmb 2,' ~

, ,,"~"; , "

-"",' ;" "J> ',';

, .. ",

") ~
, "" ,',

~'..,' ., ," , ; ",-," ~,'.;-,~ ~-

The""mechanism provided in the ,relocating assembl!!r'to':'d:Oth'e ':~~m~ th';ng is a.
'pseudo segment' called 'base'. This'(jHf,ers from ,the oth~r segments in tha~t,h.e:r;;\,
value'of,the 'base"'prci'gram,counter may 'be :explicitl'y set'by,the:'programm~r;. The"
above, code fragment might appear' as': ;,. .",;. ';:';; ',.,,', '"

month
day
year

base,
rmb
rmb
rmb

0
1
1
2

, ..

" ,

If the value is not set as above, the 'base' program counter has ~he value it
had at the end of the last 'base' section of code. No code may be generated in
the 'base' segment and no storage is reserved. ' ' ,

There must be no label field accompanying a segment name, and except after
'base' there must be no operand field. The default segment is 'text', i.e. the
segment is assumed to be 'text' until the first segment header ;s see", in the
source file. ~,

..

r

. ';,
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EXTERNAL AND GLOBAL SYMBOLS

Labels defined in an assembler source file are normally considered 'local' or

private to the module generated from it. This means that when the module is
linked with other modules to form the executable program, the values of the
labels are not available to the other modules.

. If the value of a label isto be available for reference by other .modules it
must be made 'global'. The effect of this is to allow all modules which are
linked toget~er to refer to it. The label mus~ be unique among all the modules.

The syntax is:

globat~labelname>C,<;abel name>C,...JJ
. . .

'global' must b~ in the instruction field and" may not be preceded by' a label.

The operand field:may contain one or more Label names separated by ~ommas.These.
names must refer to labels which are defined somewhere in the source file but.

they must not be the subject of a 'set' directive.

In the normal mode of operation of the assembler, labels which are :encountered
in expressions but which are not defined anywher~ in the current source,.file.are .

assumed to be 'external' or defined and declared as 'global' in another module.

The assembler may be invoked with the Ie' option on the command line which puts

it .in a:mode which causes an error to be' generated. if ..an .undefined label.
appears. To prevent. the error, an external label may be.declared as..such by.

using the 'ext' directive. This has a similar.syntax.to 'globali. 'The :aiin of .

this is to help in finding programmer errors. . ,

As an example, consider the fol~owing source file:

text

start lbsr
lbsr
rts

fred
joe

fred
global fred
ldd .#1
rts

If a subroutine 'joe' exists in one of the other modules to be linked with this
one all will be well. If it does not exist or it has not been declared as

'global' in any of the other modules, the loader will complain. If the example

is assembled with the I+e' option, the assembler will complain about the
reference to 'joe' because there is no 'joe' defined in the current source file.
However, if the line

ext joe

is added it ~ill not complain. The 'glo~al fred':line informs the assembler that
'fred' may be referred to by code in another module. The 'start' label has not

been declared 'global' and is therefore not accessible by any other module.
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, """

EXTERNAL AN'b,,GLOBAL SYMBOLS (continued)

For convenien~~'~hen defining a n~mber of labels which are all.tobe'global',a
section of' code maybe headed with the 'define' directive. AU labels ,defined
between the 'define"and anrenddef' directive w~ll b~made ,global. Neither
directive,may'havea labeLor operand'field. ' ,

E.g. "

,~ .

bss
defi ne '

fred rmb 1,0

jo'e . ,rmb ~" '2"\"

sid ';:)~'rilib"": '3'Sb' " .

enddefiC0:,

I',

, ' " '~" :('\'

,':' ",,"

i;; ';' ',' .;, "" ,:.,j. r:,:, ' 1,~: J,:::;"
,~ : ;',

,;,,'0

""': '!':,

is'idendcal in effect."to
,;'

,~ ,., .

.: d"',':

fred

joe
sid',

'bS$'

, g loba L1 red,j oe,s id '

rmb," l' ,

rmb 2 '
rmb. 3"

r .'TOe !~'~~~

." :-,I" :'g,~'t,

~ (./'~'" :,' 'ti'c~ ':'

,~
"

"';,~'

'~ : "

, ~~ti~~:
,', i;""';'

, ';},<
":.",',:,, ','

;-: "

Expres'sion'values faLL into four categories:

Constant;

Absolute'
Relocatable'
Externa l' ,

" ,

, ,";": '

"" 'f,;: ;'i'~ !1tft:..id,

,i;' : : ': ,',",,; :!:,<,,~

, "
"" ~~,' ,!{,~ ~~,",u ~,

',. " ,',' ",,; , '. ',"'" ,:~

A constant"expressi on ; s one whose'value can be'c;qmplete:ly ,calcul'a,te'dby, :theLit:,
assembler<'in' its 'fi rst'pas's. This means that it co'nta.i'ns:of1ly".l'{te'ra.l's' 'o.(nuni.be'r~,-~::
or -:characters)or labels which have 'been deTin~,d'with'literalsearl~~r i,ry:'t,n;~.;;;::
source'fHe~ Using the 'base' segment 'is regarded'as deTining with a" litE!raC(),,~,, . " ','.". "
vaLue. " '

E.g. 'the'following are constant 'expressions:
"" "\" ~.! .. !::'f:

,; ,
,,\,,'..,',

1
'a+$10

and if earlier in the source file these lines appear:
,

the following are aLso constant expressions:

f red+1
j oe/1 a
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".

EXPRESSIONS ~continued)

Absolute expressions a~e those which can
assembler, not necessarily in pass one. This
expressions but the restriction that labels
lifted. They must be defined with literals
however.

be completely determined by the
category 'includes all constant

used must be previously defined is
somewhere in the source file,

Relocatable expressions are those which contain a, label whose value is a

location in one of the segments (other than ~base'). These values are, of
course, not known until the loader has worked on the modules and allocated the
final positions of the modules within the object program. The value of the
express.i°.!Lrelativeto the base of the segment within the sourc,efile;,,:is known
by the assembler, howeve~, so the arithmetic difference between two relocatable
expressions which refer to the same segment is 'promoted' to",be'~'>'ia~absolute
expression.E.g~if the followingis in the source,file: '

, ,"bss

,fred-; . 'irmb

~~~: '.,.;0;;'
, ,,' "
'" .

l'

,3,'

:2

~::

""
.

n': ,::~',' ,-

.'

::'!';1'~
'i."<.'f

,~ b;-~'

then:
"

, ,'",

, _:li~fred

,; joe+23-f red
'I:' ,.

',".., ::;:~ " "
,',

both evaluate to absolute expressions. . '0,',"

External expressions
current source file.

are those which contain a label which is undefined'in~~he

, 0',,"

"

Expressions must fa~l into one of these categories and certain inst~uctions and,'" ". '",". "., "',. "" ' '" , ",' " , , '.

di rectives ',"'are,restri cud to either ,absolute or.: constant, expressions "as
operarids~'I'n,ci'mixed expression, only oneu.,externa l "va Cue :.0r ,one' re l()ca:table.::
value'; may:o~>'appear;"If" more than,' one:of either"is ,found, the assembler willJ:..,
complain 'that it cannot evaluate the exp'ression. ' , " '

Most instructions accept any of the above types of, expression" but an important..,'
exceptionis that short branches may not b~ made to an externallocation.
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MODULE NAME

Eac~ source file assembled must have a name which is'defined
directive.

using the 'name'

name <name_string>

'name' must appear in the instruction field ~nd m~st ,not. be preceded by a label.
<name string> follows the syntax of an ,alphanumeri'c label'but' may have up to
fourteen' characters. '"

Thel name: of each module must be unique'amo~g th~ modules ,to be ~i"ked together
, , , . ." ~ ." , , '. ,

and'!distinct:'from any module' n'ames ,n l,brar'es~' , , ,', .' .
.'; ,,- ' , , , .'- " , " ,I ' '"';' '. < ' , --

The module name appears as a title in the L'isting wher'e that is requested~
,"', ",,' ~<: ~, , '<,' ,"',f. "',. ,',r ,"';: ',' r"'..:'~"" !;, "', , " ",

-,;' ',.." ~;"

-- i', " ',e' "," , !-:..
", ;', :;!',

COMMONBLOCKSC
-.,

, It, botten useful to define a set of relocatable value~" :(n th-e~:.'bss" or
'direct'segments in a file which is included ,in a number of other so'urce files
by using the 'lib' directive. Such values refer to, a block of m'emory',common to
each module. This is the means by which Fortran's 'COMMON'maybe implemented.

The, use 'of a common block in the source code is similar to asegmenth~ader. It
~i~ not a separate segment but a subdivision of either th. 'bs~j ~~,~ 'direct'

segment. ' " ,

The syntax' for a 'bss': cominonblock is:
,", " "', '."

., .; "

<label> common
'<label> rmb' ; <constant exp'ression>';'

':' ';',' ',~ '"

endcom:
. ,

" '

, .:' .. Y 'i. ;.. ,~'.,'

The' eq~ivalentfor
'dpcom'. '

a 'direct' segment" cqmmon block replaces 'common' with", ',' ,. ".,:'

. The label field at the head of the block gives the common block ,tts ~ame.1he~.
loader accepts more than ori~ common bloc~'with ~he same name pro~iaed th.y al~-
have the same size. It assumes that they all refer to the same block of memory.
A common block name is automatically 'global'.
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NUMERIC OR TEMPORARY LABELS

Temporary labels were mentioned above when the fields of a source code line were
being d~scribed~

The intention of these is to save the programmer from having to invent too many

unique names for labels where it is unnecessary to be very meaningful. It is
irritating to have to invent a new name for a label when it is only required for
a branch,around a few instructions. " ",

Numeric labels may have values from 0 to 99 expressed in decimal notation. They

may not appear in the l~belfields of 'set', or 'equ':dir~ctiyes byt they may be
re~defined any number of times'in a source ofile.,Temporary, labels :-may not be

either -'gTobal' or 'exter9al'." """ "", '" ,,;, ,',-, ,
, " . . " """ : "' ,:, . ',,;- ,"",' "\c',,.., '" ,,' , ;""" "c, ", .', ""'" ' ,

'A temporary'(abel may be referredto':in an'op~rand field by its: number followed
by either 'f' or.~b'. The If' means the next label with, that number, looking
forward in the source file, 'b' looking backward. A temporary label can never be
referred to , on the same source line on which, it is defined. For exampl.e,L;.~~11<:""""

",'" ',' .. " ' "",',' , . ,~.-~.-.,-""

.',.~;, ~~~~~~g: ~':~~ r ,~~,::'i j, .:' ;," " ':~.~~ ('~::;: ~":",:. ~.~ f;:~",;:;; :;~~:

,1):. o<;r"~ra"'~':'c.,,,..:,J,~ """," ij;J'HW~: ',""";':,..' "';i)'fj;:: h -;6,!";cl.'
'. ,-

" 2. ,,>,'

"
-. ;;':11 ';: " t 1; r :;):, , . . -;-"eo;;: '\"i1. i', ';"'<,', ':"" .' -,.

rts "'., ",

, This is. not a good example of coding (1) but..it ,illustr.ates the,useof"temporary
.' f~b'els. The label '1' is defined twice and has' a"'diUer'ent' value 'at the 'beq

, 1fJ, w6i~h refers forward, ~o that at th. -bra 1b', which refers t~ the.~irst
:line. Notice in the latter case it does 'not:>~~f~H' to the label on the same: ,line.

OtHER DIRECTIVES

'egO' and 'set'
,,'

':"

A label once 'equ'ated may not be 'set' and ,vice versa. Temporary labels may not
be in the label field of either. A label may be 'set' more than once and its,
value when referred to is the value last set looking backwards i~. the source
file.

'rzb'

Reserve ,eroed bytes. May only be used in the 'text' or 'data' segments.

, '-. "

'rmb'

Reserve memory bytes. The operand field must be a constant expression. If
encountered in either the 'text' or 'data' segments it is taken to be the same
as 'rzb'.
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OTHER DIRECTIVES (continued)

'fcb' and 'fdb'

May only be used in the 'text' and 'data' segments.

'fcc'

'text' or 'data' segment only. Strings may be delimited with any
non-~lphanumeric printing character. Expressions and'strings may be mixed in the
operand field separated by commas. The expressions, are handled as if the
directive were 'fcb'. E.g.

"y;! ,."'

msg fcc "error'" ,0

,',
, ,

'\.n",r't';i' l,;-;' V"" d, : 'J~"', ',' ,'> ',,':

, see" .;~ '
,," .',I~',:'i"'; .':"n "":':'" f,~;'j,,!ni, '~,"

Bla~k Unes' inserted 'in the output listing. If preserrt:,::<con,s:tant,expression> is
the numb(!r of blank, lines requested, if not 1. is assum.ed. Syntax:

spc J:<constant expressi'on>J
f',:n:, c"(! ;';:~~:" '(', !;",;~ ':',

,

~":O ')(}~: ':' i,;:,:" ,"; ,r,',,- " ", '.."

, pa~,~~, \ ,"s7, ;""", ','i\' ~<:
,.;'~ ;,';, ,~,'!'~"',"";' '",'1 ,",", '.-'J: ..;>:

Advarice'~the' paper to ,the' ne'xt pa.ge.

,::::;:<;I,U'\ .,.:Jt~11 ( ~~', 00~~e. 0,~ ~'C ~~

\;. ,\ .' w ' '

"

", ,:"..' ,'.c.. ',,',",', "..

..

,tt t '

Additional title to the 'name' when a listihg is requested.

'lib'
, "

The argument to 'lib' is taken to be a file name which is to be included at the'
current point in the assembly. The effect is of a textual substitution of the
entire file for the 'lib' directive.

The following are implemented in the UNIFLEXand 05-9 versions of this product
(respectively) and are NOT part of the FLEXproduct:

'sls'

Generates code for UniFLEX system calls~ "

~
Generates code for 05-9 service requests.
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INVOKING THE ASSEMBLER

SYNTAX

+++CASM <source file> [+o=<destination file>J [+<options>J

FLAGS

Thecoptions fl~gs are:

l

b

listingrequired

- -no binary outP~~

e report undeclared and, undefined labels

n insert sourCe code line numbers in the listing

51 i;'FjQ(';pr'int.'a symbol,table ,"'" :::.<, ",,', ',';0 ',"'321',', ,'J"'~'

-,' ';:"':";~~",)CI:' ;("c'"
,c, j.",

, 'd<num> set the depth of l i sti ng paper (defaul1; 66)
,'/ ' ,

f use form--feeds at end of page

'Al~.options are recognised in
prec'ededby either 1+1 or
u+bls".

either upper or lower case. Options may be
I_I. A group of options may be run t,09!!ther as in." " ," .;: " '
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NOT IMPLEMENTED

The following will remain un-implemented:

org rendered unnecessary by 'base'

setdp only applicable when absolute addresses known, unnecessary with
'direct'.

nam use 'name'

The fotlo~ng are currently un-implemented but may be added at a later date:

> and < The operand modifiers '>' and ,<, which force short and long
forms of addressing respectively.

rpt repeat following line n times

opt various options overidden on command line

if

. else
endif

}

} conditional assembly
}

macro
endm

} macros
}

fes as for 'fcc' but setting the msb of the last character

fez as for 'fcc' but appending a zero byte.

~

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Automatic
program.

shortening/lengthening of branch instructions for the shortest
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THE LINKING LOADER 'CLOAD'

The fO,llowing is a description of what the loader, CLOAD,does and
it. ' '

how to use

PURPOSE OF A LINKING LOADER

The term' loader' ,is misleading. In the early days of computing' a loader only
had the task of placing a program-and its data in memory so that it could be
executed. It then had added to it the ability to search the backing store for
subroutines which the program needed and loading them as well. This involved
ensuring that references from the program to these subroutines were correct,
wherever ,the subroutines were actually placed in memory. Next it became
necessary to be able to load programs into different locations in memory and
make sure that they would 'still refer to things correctly. Thjs is 'relocation'
and 'linking'. ' ,

Up to ,this point, all the 'work' of a loader 'was done at run time, that.. ,is '. every
time ",the, program,' was run .the"placing i'nmemory, 'searching for subroOtines,. , """, ,

relocati'on andl i'nkirig was done";:-Then' it'was thought 'that a lot of time could De
saved by doing most of this work once at compile time and saving the result 'on
backing store. The trade-off was the requirement of more storage space ror
larger ,executable' files.'c" ., ,,' '. ' ,.."; ,:, ..

In a, modern. operating systein,; .the job of transferring an executable fHe'to
memory and executing it is carried out by the system itself. All subroutines,
other than calls to the system" are carried within the executable file.

An obvious extension to the idea of having library routines is to split a large
program into modules which h~ve well-defined functions and simple interfaces, to
each other. The advantages are that a number of people can work on different
parts ot the. same project and compilation and/or assembly of individual modules
uses less 'machine resources., The loader has the job of linking them all together
and searching libraries for routines which are not contained within the program
modules. The output of the loader is a complete executable file.

The definitions of languages such as C and Fortran state that parts of a program
can be separately compiled so a linking loader is essential for their full
implementation.

SEGMENTS

There are basically two uses of memory by a running program. The first is for
the executable code which should not be modified at any time by the program
itself. The second use of memory is for the data which the program works on. In
general, this memory is used for both reading and writing by the program.

The loader must collect together all the executable
modules and library routines and pta;ce thp.m in
module. It must also determine how much data memory

, and fi II in the total in a part of the output fi le
the system.

code pieces from the various
a single block in the output
is required by each module
reserved for information for

In doing these two tasks, the loader must keep track of the offsets of all
important locations in both memory sections and alter the executable code so
that references are to the correct places 'in the final program.
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SEGMENTS- (continued) 'J:: :::,:~~~-,. :'::',;~ "~":;,~.,,~~fT

, It' i.$, o.ften", convel)ient;,tC? "b,a~e 'jni,tt,,~ va'Lues"in'.par:~s.'of,:the data "portion, of

ptemory at the moment the program starts running'. Some'languages, notably Pascal,
have no notion o.fthis, but Fortr.an andC are, examples of languages 'where data

, initialisation is possible. The values' set in this way are not necessarily fixed
for the duration of the program so they must be in the da~",po,rtion ,of,memorY.t~(."":":L';

" ' , _..~' ..,. ~ ,""" "---""",,., ,->~.,:~.,- ..

':,'

, , , ..

, ""c<,,~, 1'ir"Jf;',:,:",;j :!a}:'i'1':.tl.'O',"C"',1.jrJ~l'!i'v£;': "<',e';'::: ~(': 0:::;D!~;;"?1~:t:f;Wt"':J.:I r,J:.

LOADER' OPERATION~~ ,>',: "'riit "'~b6f; '~,i:1.">-""",'1' ". ,..,~f't't§~;~",U '!h!. ii'\tF.:.t~ri::'f'l~w HJubot!i: :O,}tltrm6"12o"l~~
,"', -, ,.'". ,'", ,'::1""4"'~"=:',;",\,':""":"""""'..;' ",.',,",~. ," ,..,'".. "", ','-' r',,".t, r!-. ,,'.,._'" "! ~.

"
,'t ,.

,

~""...
"
>-" ",,,, "" " .;\,. ,'""",...:"",t ,

;~"',..;;L>~, '~.:J 't'r,:;,~!u~,,',~i,,:j,,<'i) :~"I~,; . 'l~'~liij',f\"'V,...Ii-' "j-:!! "' ,
::.:'I'a..:I'

,
'Y .,..,f ,..':,

",-, ~"'~""'i'" .." ".. .".."...",;1, ,,',,"..., ' ,,' '," '.,

The ~u.~,~\4'~r{'F'ft~~..:;.~hf(,;'a~,~e.~.",~,!.ri;;1,s+~\;~.~~1f9r!";10f,},a;)J r,e,~oc~.tap,l~; modul~r;whicb;:~!';j;..~) .

contaJ~~. ;~!1'; e~,e,~u,'t~b~e;"cp9.~'J,1{1lt,1a l1,S:1flg:~pat~~a.nd!. tab ~e$:;.! 01: <;,1nfor~at1.C)n.i~ to, ::'"Gi.:
enable,. ~Ji~i' loader to Li 9~h ,~:; j~J~h,.,,the" r!!s,t:,~f, a,;p,r,ogram.': A 'l1 brary.'.; fj:le--Liss a? beF
collection of relocatable" modules.., " ,.of,. :'r"';,,'" "' ,"",;:'(,..N;; :; 1':' ""'J<'~':JO ,~ril' .'?'~j.IJ~Cir'

, ", ,~~"'.j",.,,- ,'u"""""'" ' ,.., , ,

," The ou~~~~,:!r~m,,~h~, load~i:1js~~g. ,~xE!cuta~L~rprogr,am module~,jn~!~he: formt:nreqiJi rect:, ~'riT.

by the~per~~1"~ system."r-;'0(;,~';'I: ,,' :,:h'f,~; q:,:'," ' , L.;;' ;;;,::(i'o;':")~~:';~~~~hl~~::.;:,~;~::

The loader takes as arguments the names of a number of files containing
relocatable modules and possibly one or more library files, which are searched
for unresolved references.

Lr.::E~h..:.~;

.' "" ,. . '.

,

. ,

. ~
<,;

.'
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~

ICLOAD.CMD1performs the task of. link-loading a number of
into an executable program. - .

relocatable modules

SYNTAX

CLOAD topti.ons J<module>t <moduTe> ].

DESCRIPTION

'!';- .,'-
,- .. .

.-
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OPERATION

The command Line arguments to CLOAD consist of one or more reLocatabLe modules
and, optionalLy, one or more Libraries. The limits to these are fifty modules
and five Libraries. The reLocatable. modules must have been creat'ed by CASH.CHD.

The Libraries must consist of reLocatable modules which have been created using

,CASH and combined using TSC's Library generator 'LIB-GEN'.

The size for each moduLe is limited to about 25k bytes but
Loader-imposed Limit to the size of the finaL executabLe code.

there is no

The output file is, by default, named 'OUTPUT.Cr~D' and is placed on the working
drive. -' ,

, " ", ',', " ' "-

CLOADviews'a programas ~onsist~ng,ofthreedistinct areas of memory. The,.first
is,.the 'text' segment which. ; ,contains the, code of the program. itself and, any,
initialised data such as str,ingconstants.- The:"second .is called the ,'directa~,."" , . , ' .,,'

seg'lDent which contains variables ,wt~ich a.r~-,to, ,b~"acce~sed using"the short direct. .
addressing mode instructions of .thei 6809. The,:la~~;is -called" the. ,Ibss'segment~'.',:
Cforhistodcal and forgotten reasons) which is reserved for memory which wiLL
be used by the program but whi ch. ha$, no'; par.ticular"values, assigned to it by the_:,), , " .' ._" ""'. ' . ,

.program ,before ,execution. In C;,tt1ese a,reas a,r~,i,reserved for,. all ,the globaband ",;'
siattc'variabLes but the languag~ definit:1C?n; cSt~~es that. all. such~ un-.initialise~.':>
varrabl~s ;have the value zero a,t the, star,t:,of'yexe,c:ution~ If the.;f,; le containing"
the:"executable program hac;! all the:.~eros in ,it :and,the. program,..used:.a" Large"::
anio~n~ ~.of variable storage, the, f.1le, wOlJld berunnece~~,ad ly :large.. If:, .however:-,':'
the~fi~e' did not have the zeros ilJ.i.t, eithe,r all of memory would,,"have tO1,:;b.."'.
cleared', to zero before invoking the program. or the program itse,lf..would have.to':;'
find,*l( the reLevant s~ctions and zero them out before starting execution"
proper. The former method is impractible so CLOADmakes the latter job easier by
colLecting aLL such areas, together in, one place in,.memory. ,,~,:, '. ' ;,. .,

,.1 . . . - ,.' .O.,j"-'.

:: I

OPTIONS

+M print a Load map of the modules showing the lowest address of the
'text', 'direct' and 'bss'. segments in each relative to the
absolute addresses of the 'text', 'direct' and 'bss'bases in the
whole program.

+s print a symboL tabLe of the finaL, absolute addresses of aLL the
global symbols encountered.

+T=<address> specify the starting address of the 'text' segment of the
program. <address> shouLd be a hexadecimal number. If this
address is not specified, the defauLt is O. The program wiLL
start execution at the start of the 'text' segment.

+B=<address> specify the starting address of the 'bss' segment. If this
directive is missing, th~ 'bss' segment wiLL start immediateLy
above the 'text' segment in memory.

+L=<Library> specify a library
references.

to be searched for un-resolved external

+O=<name> specifythe name of the output file containing the executa~le
code of the program. The defauLt is 'OUTPUT.CMD'on the working
drive. The defauLt extension is '.TXT' and the default drive is
the the working drive.
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SPECIAL SYMBOLS

Programs may refer to three special symbols which are reserved for the use of
the loader.

'edata' refers to the address of the end of the program 'text' segment

'bdp' refers to the start of the 'direct' segment.

'end' refers to the end of the 'bss' segment~

These symbols can be considered globally declared and their values are absolute
addresses.

"',
DIAGNOSTICS

The error messages 'from CLOAD
further explanation.

are largely self-explanatory but two ,re~ire

;'

"entrlname clash: II

.

This 'indicates that CLOAD has found two entry point symboLs in module~ which',
,have the same name. It cannot therefore decide which is correct and gives, up. ,

This.-will arise, if the prqgrammer has used the same name for differentgloba,l '

'objects, variables or functions, in his program. Some modules in' the Standard,:,;"
,Library contain' more than one function and if CLOADdiscovers that one of the '. "

functions is required it 19~ds~the who~~i""",o~tJle;:.,~t,t.the.rprogram contains a"
,function with t'h,e same nam'e"a's oneof'the"other functions in the'librar~niodule'
then this error will occur. The solutionis to rename one of the symbols Jnd
re-compile.

"... unresoLved in ... II

This indicates that an external symbol referenced in one of the modules cannot
be found as an entry point in any of the suppLied moduLes or in any of the
modules in a searched library.

SEE ALSO:

Relocating AssembLer

Stand-aLone Code

"
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C STANDARD LIBRARY

INTRODUCTION

The Standard Library contains functions which faLL into
convenience.

two cLasses: I/O and

The I/O functions provide facilities normally considered part of the definition

of.other Languages; for example the FORMAT 'statement' of Fortran or the 'PRINT'
statement of Basic. The main benefits of their inclusion in the FLEX version are

ease of use and compatibility with programs written for other environments.

There are two categories of I/O functions and the difference between them may
cause confusion. The basic I/O operations are performed using the lower-level
functions which correspond to 'system calls' as described in K & R, chapter 8
under the title "The UNIX System Interface". All the calls mentioned there are
availabLe. However, most users will prefer to perform I/O operations using the
'higher level' functions described in the previous chapter of K & R. This is
because they are more versatile and easier to use. The higher-level functions
use the lower-level ones as their interface with FLEX itself. The main
difference between the higher-level functions and the lower-level ones is in the

methods of identifying open files and the use of buffering to speed up reads and
writes.

The lower-level functions use FILE DESCRIPTORS which are small integers. File
descriptors 0, 1 and 2 refer to the standard input, standard output and staMdard
error 'files' which are always open from the start of program execution. The
term 'standard input' normally refers to the user's terminal keyboard but may in
fact be from a file if FLEX's redirection ability is invoked (e.g. with
'I.CMD'). Similarly 'standard output' refers normally to the terminal screen but
may have been re-directed' to a file by 'O.CMD'. The 'standard error output',
however always refers to the terminal so may be used to direct error messages to
the screen where they will not escape attention even if other output is going to
a file. File descriptors for other files are obtained from calls to 'open' or
'create' and are used to identify the file for subsequent calls to other
lower-level functions.

The higher-level functions use FILE POINTERS which are pointers to structures
maintained by these functions. The File Pointer for an open file is obtained
from a call to 'fopen' and is used to identify the file in subsequent calls to
other higher-level functions. There are three file pointers declared in
'STDIO.H' which represent 'files' which are open from the start of execution:

'stdin', 'stdout' and 'stderr' correspond to File Descriptors 0, 1 and 2
respectively.

WAR N I N G

USING A FILE POINTER IN A LOW-LEVEL CALL OR A FILE DESCRIPTOR IN A HIGH-LEVEL

CALL is a common mistake among beginner~ to C, and, if made, .iLl be sure to
CRASH Y0UR PROGRAM.

In functions which accept pointers to strings as arguments, representing file

names, unLess otherwise indicated under the function description, the defauLts
assumed are a '.TXT' extension and the WORKing drive.
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INTRODUCTION (continued)

The convenience functions include facilities for copying, comparing and
concatenating strings, making numbers out of strings and classifying characters.

In the pages which foLlow, the functions available are described in terms of
what they do and the parameters they expect. The 'USAGE I section in each shows
the name of the funtion and the type returned (if not int). The declaration of

arguments is shown as it would be written in the function definition to indicate
the types expected by the function. If it is necessary to include a file this is
shown in the 'USAGE' section by '#include <filename>l.

The header files required to be included should reside on the system drive. If
the file.is-included in the so~rce program using angle bracket delimiters
,<...>' instead of double quotes 'the compiler will look for it on the system
drive. For example '#include <stdio.h>' .is equivalent to '#include "O.stdio.h"'

if ASH has'defi~~ the systemdrive as drive#0. .

PLEASE NOTE: that if the type of the value returned by a function is not int,;
. you s'houldmake a pre-declaration in your program before calling,.
it. For example, if you wish to use 'atol()', you should
pre-declare by having 'long atol();' somewhere in your program
before a call to it. Some functions which have associated header
files the same drive as 'CC.CMD' which should be included will be
pre-declared for you in the header.

BUILDING YOUR OWN LIBRARIES

As users of C that desire to build their own custom libraries fall into a
minority we have decided not to develop a library generation program at this

time. This decision has been taken on the basis of the fact that developing it
would only add to the cost of this product which would unfairly penalise the
majority for the benifit of the minority.

Users who wish to develop their own custom libraries are not without hope
however.TSC have a RELOCATINGASSEMBLER- LINKING LOADER for FLEX (SP09-17)
which includes a program called 'LIB-GEN' which is suitedto this purpose.

Contact TSC or your local TSC distributor for further details of this product.
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HIGH LEVEL LIBRARY

The following describes the functions available in the High-level section of the
Standard Library.

The higher-level I/O functions provide facilities normally considered part of
the definition of other languages; for example the FORMAT 'statement' of
Fortran. In addition automatic buffering of i/o channels is carried out which
considerably improves the speed of file access as less processing is required
for each character read or written.

The functions in this category should not be confused with the lower-level calls
with similar names. Nor should 'file pointers' be confused with 'file
descriptors'. The standard library functions maintain a structure for each file
open holding status information and a pointer into its buffer. A user program
uses a pointer to this .structure as the 'identity' of. the file (which is
provided by 'fopen()') and passes it to the various I/O funct10ns. They in - turn
will make the lower-level calls required when necessary.

In the pages which follow, the functions available are described in terms of
what they do and the parameters they expect. The 'USAGE' section in each shows
the name of the funtion and the type returned (if not int). The declaration of
arguments is shown as it would be written in the function definition to indicate
the types expected by the function. If it is necessary to include a file this is
shown in the 'USAGE'sectionby '#include <filename>'.
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abs absoLute vaLue of an inte2er

USAGE

absCn)

DESCRIPTION

labs' returns the absolute value of the integei In'.

WARNINGS

The largest negative
remain negative.

integer, -32768, will not be affected by labs' and wiLL
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assert test assertion

USAGE-
#incLude <assert.h>

assert(expression)

DESCRIPTION

This function is impLemented as a macro defined in the header fiLe. It indicates

if 'expression' is true (non-zero) at this point in the program. If 'expression'

is not true (0), a diagnostic is printed on the standard output and the program
exits with error number 2.

'assert' is particularly useful while developing and testing a program but may
not be required in the production version. Compiling with the option +DNDEBUG
will effectively delete aLL calLs to 'assert' from the program.

The diagnostic produced is of the form:

'Assertion failed: file <file> line <line>.'

where <file>
statement.

is the source file and <line> is the line number of the 'assert'
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atof ,atoi, atol ASCII to number conversions

USAGE

double atof(ptr)
char *ptr;

long atol (ptr)

char *ptri

int atoi Cptr)
char *ptri

DESCRIPTION

Conversions of the string pointed to by Iptr' to the relevant number type are

carried out by:'"these functions. They cease to convert a number when the first
unrecognisedcharacteris encountered. -

Each skips leading spaces and tab characters. Atof() then recognises an optional
sign followed by a digit string possibly containing a decimal point, then an
optional Ie' or 'E', an optional sign and a digit string. Atol() and atoi()
recognise an optional sign and a digit string.

BUGS

Overflow causes unpredictable results. There are no error indications.
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ffLushl. fcLose fLush or cLose a fiLe

USAGE

#incLude <stdio.h>

ffLush(fp)
FILE *fp;

fcLose(fp)
FILE *fp;

DESCRIPTION

Fflush causes a buffer associated with the file pointer 'fp' to be cLeared by
writing out to the fiLe; of course onLy if the fiLe was opened for write or
update. It is not normaLLy necessary to caLL ffLush but it can be usefuL when,

for exampLe, normat output is to 'stdout' and it is wished to send some~hing to
'stderr' which is un-buffered. If ffLush were not used and 'stdoutl referred to

the terminal, the 'stderrl message will appear before Large chunks of the

Istdout" message even though the Latter was' wri tten' fi rst.

Fclose calls fflush to clear out the buffer associated with
file and frees the buffer for use by another 'fopen' call.

Ifp', closes the

The exit() system call and normaL termination of a program cause fclose to be
called for each open file.

SEE ALSO

Low-level call: close()
fopen()
setbufO

ERRORS

EOF is returned if 'fp' does not refer to an output file or there is an error on
writing to the fiLe.
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feof, ferror, clearerr, fileno return status information of files

USAGE-
#include <stdio.h>

feof(fp)

FILE *fp;

ferror(fp)
FILE *fp;

c learerrCfp)

FILE *fp;

fileno(fp)

'FILE *fp; --

DESCRIPTION.

Feof returns non-zero if the file associated with 'fp' has reached its end, zero
otherwise.

Ferror returns non-z~ro if an errOr condition has arisen on access to the file
'fp', zero otherwise. The error condition persists, preventing further access to

the file by other Standard Library functions, until either the file is closed or
it is cleared by clearerr.

Clearerr resets the error condition on the file 'fp'. This does NOT 'fix' the
file or prevent the error from occuring again; it merely allows Standard Library
functions at least to try.

WARNINGS

These functions
re-declared.

are actually macros defined in 'stdio.h' so their names cannot

SEE ALSO

Low-level call: open()
fopen()
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findstrL findnstr string, search

USAGE

findstr(pos,string,pattern)
char *string,*pattern;

findnstr(pos,string,pattern,size)
char *string,*pattern;

DESCRIPTION

These functions search the string pointed to by 'string' for the first instance
of the pattern pointed to by 'pattern' starting at position 'post (where the
first position is.1 not 0). The returned value is the position of the first
matched character of the pattern in the string or zero if not found.

Findstr stops searching the string when a null byte is found in 'string'.

Findnstr only stops searching at position 'pos' + 'len'
nulL bytes.

so may continue past

BUGS

The current implementation does not use the most efficient algorithm for pattern

matching so that use on very Long strings is likeLy to be somewhat slower than
it might be.

SEE ALSO

index()
rindex
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f~en open a file and return a file pointer

USAGE

#include <stdio.h>

FILE *fopen(filename,action)
char *filename,*action;

DESCRIPTION

Fopen returns a pointer to a file structure (file pointer) if the file named in

the string pointed to by 'filename' can be validly opened with the action in the
string pointed to by 'action'.

The valid actions...areItr" for read, Itwltfor write. AdditionaLLy for FLEX, where
there is a disifnction between binary files and text files on the one hand and

random fi les and sequentia l fi les on the othe_r, the action string may have
either 'r" or 'b' after the initial letter. Fo~ example, to create a new random
file a call such as:

f = fopen(ltfredlt,ltwrlt);

should be made. Note that only one such character is necessary
random files are automatically made binary.

and allowed as

Opening for write will perform a 'creat()', that is if a file with the same name
exists it will be truncated to zero length.

The default drive for files accessed through 'fopen()' is the system drive. The
default extensions are '.TXT' for a non-binary sequential file, '.BIN' for a
binary sequential file and I.DAT' for a random file.

NOTE that the type of a file structure is pre-defined in 'stdio.h' as FILE so

that a user program may declare or define a file pointer by, for example:

FILE *f;

Three file pointers are available and can be considered open the moment the
program runs: stdin the standard input - equivalent to file descriptor 0, stdout
the standard output - equivalent to file descriptor 1, stderr standard error
output- equivalent to file descriptor 2. All files are automatically buffered,
except stderr, unless made un-buffered by a call to setbuf() (q.v.).

WARNINGS

The laction' passed as an argument to fopen must be a pointer to a string, NOT a

character. For example fp = fopen("fredlt,ltrlt); is correct but fp =
fopen(ltfred",lr'); is not.

ERRORS

Fopen returns NULL (0) if the call was unsuccessful.

SEE ALSO

Low-level calLs: open(), create) ... fcLose()
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freadL fwrite - read/write binarl data

USAGE

#include <stdio.h>

fread(ptr, size, number, fp)

FILE *fp;

fwrite(ptr, size, number, fp)
FILE *fp;

DESCRIPTION

Fread reads from the file pointed to by 'fp', 'number' items of size 'size' into

memory starting at 'ptr'. The best way to pass the argument 'size' to fread is
by using 'sizeof'. This function returns the number of items actually read.

Fwrite writes to the file pointed to by 'fp',

reading them from memory starting at 'ptr'.

'number' items of size 'size'

ERRORS

Both functions return 0 at end of file or error.

SEE ALSO

Low-level calls: read(), write().

Fopen()
getc()
putc()
printf()
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fseek, rewind, ftell position in a file or report current position

USAGE

#include <stdio.h>

fseekCfp, offset, place)

FILE *fp;
long offset;

rewindCfp)

FILE *fp;

long ftellCfp)
FILE *fpf

'.-;:'.

DESCRIPTION

Fseek reo-positions the next character position of a file for either read or
write. The new position ;s at 'offset' bytes from the beginning if 'place' ;s 0,
the current position ;f 1. Fseek sorts out the special probLems of buffering.

NOTE that using 'lseekC)' on a buffered file will produce unpredictible results.

Rewind is equivalent to 'fseekCfp,Ol,O)'.

Ftell returns the current position, measured in bytes, from the beginning of the
file pointed to by 'fp'.

WARNINGS

Fseek will work on random files open for read, write or update and on sequentiaL
fiLes open for read. It will NOT work on a sequential file open for write. FtelL
will work on any file.

Using fseek on a sequential file can be a time-consuming business. The only way

it can work is by stepping through the file to the required position, rewinding
first if the position is before the current one.

ERRORS

Fseek returns -1 if the call is invalid.

SEE ALSO

Low-level call: lseekC).
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,2et fcb return the address of a currentll-2Een FCB

USAGE

#include <stdio.h>
#include <flex.h>

fcb *get fcb(fp)

FILE *fp;

DESCRIPTION

A file which has been opened using 'fopen' is allocated a File Control Block for
the interface with FLEX for primitive i/o operations. A pointer to the FCB is
returned by this function which is implemented as a macro in 'stdio.h'.,

The header file, 'fLex.h', contains many useful definitions for
to FLEX.

direct accesss

SEE ALSO

Low-level caU: ret_fcbO.
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getc, getchar - return next character to be read from a file

USAGE

#include <stdio.h>

int getC<fp)

FILE *fp;

int getcharO

int getw(fp)
FILE *fp;

DESCRIPTION

Getc returns the next character from the file pointed to by 'fp'.

Getchar is equivalent to 'getc(stdin)'.

Getw returns -the next two bytes from the file as an integer.

ERRORS

EOF (-1) is returned for end of file or error.

SEE ALSO

putcO
freadO
fopen()
gets0
ungetc()
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gets, fgets input a string

USAGE

#include <stdio.h>

char *gets(s)
char *s;

char *fgets(s,n,fp)
char *s;
FILE *fp;

DESCRIPTION

Fgets reads characters from the file 'fp' and places them in the buffer pointed
to by's' up to a carriage-return ('\n') but not more than (n - 1) characters. A
null character js appended to the end of the string.

Gets is similar to fgets applied to 'stdin' but .no maximum is stipulated and the
'\n' is replaced by a null.

Both functions return their first arguments.

ERRORS

Both functions return NULL on end-of-file or error.

BUGS

The different treatment of the '\n' by'these
portability reasons.

functions .is retained here for

SEE ALSO

puts 0
getcO
scanfO
freadO
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character classification

isalpha, isupper, islower, isdigit, isalnum, isspace, ispunct, isprint, iscntrl
and isascii.

USAGE-
#include <ctype.h>

i sa lpha(c)

etc.

DESCRIPTION '.'

These use table look-up to classify characters according to their ascii value.
The header file defines them as macros which means ihat they are implemented as
fast, in-line code rather than subroutines.

Each results in non-zero for true or zero for false.

The correct value is guaranteed for all integer values in isascii but the result

is unpredictable .in the others if the argument is outside the range -1 to 127.

The truth tested by each is as follows:

isalpha
isdigit
isupper
islower
isalnum
isspace
iscntrl
ispunct
isprint
i sasci i

c is a letter

c is a digit
c is an upper case letter
c is a lower case letter

c is a letter or a digit

c is a space, tab character, newline, carriage return
c is a control character (0 to 31) or DEL (127)
c is neither control nor alpha-numeric
c is printable (32 to 126)

c is in the range -1 to 127

or formfeed
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L3toL" LtoL3 convert between Long integers and 3-byte integers

USAGE

L3toL (Lp,cp,n)

Long *Lp;
char *cp;

Lto L3 (cp, Lp,n)

Long *Lp;
char *cp;

DESCRIPTION

Sometimes it is possible to store vaLues as three binary bytes rather than four
when two bytes would not suffice. These funtions enable 'long' arithmetic to be
used on these three-byte vaLues.

~tol converts a vector of InI three-byte integers pointed to
vector of Long integers starting at 'lp'.

by ICpl into a

Ltol3 does the opposite.

PLease note that the three-byte form cannot express negative numbers.
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longjmp, setjmp jump to another function

USAGE

#include <setjmp.h>

setjmp(env)

jmp_buf env;

longjmp(env,val)

jmp_buf env;

.-

DESCRIPTION

These functions allow the return of program control directLy to a higher level
function; most useful when dealing with errors and interrupts encountered in a
low level routine.

'Goto' in C has scope onLy in the function in which it is used; i.e. the label

which is the object of a 'goto' may onLy be in the same function. Control can
only be transferred elsewhere by means of the function call, which of course
returns to the caller. In certain abnormal situations a programmer would prefer

to be able to start some section of code again but this would mean returning up
a ladder of function calls with error indications all the way.

Setjmp is used to 'mark' a point in the program where a subsequent longjmp can
reach. It places in the buffer, defined in the header file, enough information
for longjmp to restore the environment to that existing at the relevant call to
setjmp.

Longjmp is called with the environment buffer as argument and also a value which

can be used by the caller of setjmp as, perhaps, an error status.

To set the system up, a function will call setjmp to set up the buffer and if

the returned value is zero the progrp~ will know that the call was the 'first

ti.me through'. If however the returned value is non-zero, it must be a longjmp
returning from some deeper level of the program.

NOTE that the function calling setjmp must NOT HAVE RETURNED at the time of
calling longjmp and that the environment buffer must be declared GLOBALLY.
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printf, fprintf, sprintf formatted outE.ut

USAGE

#incLude <stdio.h>

printf(controL (,argO(,arg1..JJ)
char *controL;

fprintf(fp, controL (,argO(,arg1..JJ)
FILE *fp;
char *controL;

sprintf..(string,control (,argO(,arg1. .JJ)
string (J;
char *controL;

DESCRIPTION

These three functions are used to place numbers and strings on the output in
formatted, human readable form.

Fprintf places its output on the file 'fp', printf on the standard output and
sprintf in the buffer pointed to by 'string'. NOTE that it is the user's
responsibility,to ensure that this buffer is Large enough.

The 'controL' string determines the format, type Qnd number of the following
arguments expected by the function. If the control does not match the arguments
correctLy, the re~ults are unpredictable.

The control may contain characters to be copied directly to the output and/or
format specifications. Each format specification causes the function to take the
next successive argument for output.

A format specification consists of a 'XI character followed'by (in this order) :

1. An-optional minus sign ('-') meaning lef~ justification in the field

2. An optional string of digits indicating the field width required. The field
wiLL be at Least this wide and may be wider if the conversion requires'it.
The fieLd wiLL be padded on the Left unless the above minus sign is present,
in which case it wiLL be padded on the right. The padding character is, by
default, a space but if the digit string starts with a zero ('0') it will be
r 0' .

3.An optionaL dot ('.') and a digit string, the precision, which for fLoating
point arguments indicates the number of digits to follow the decimal point on
conversion and for strings the maximum number of characters from the string
argument are to be printed.

4. An optional character 'L' indicating that the folLowing 'd','x' or '0' is the
specification of a Long integer argument.
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printf, fprintf, sprintf formatted outeut (continued)

5. A conversion character which shows the type of the argument and the desired
conversion. The recognised conversion characters are:

d, 0, x The argument is an integer and the conversion
octal or hexadecimal respectively.

is to decimal,

u The argument is an integer and the conversion is to unsigned
decimal in the range 0 to 65535. -

f The argument is a double and the form of the conversion is
'C-Jnnn.nnn' where the digits after the decimal point are
specified as above. If not specified, the precision defaults to
six digits.If the precision is 0, no decimal point or following
digits are printed.

e The argument is a double and the form of the conversion is
'C-Jn.nnn(+or-)nn'i one digit before the decimal point and the
precision controls the number following.

g The argument is a double and either the 'f' format-or -the

format is chosen, whichever is the shortest.

'e'

NOTE: in each of the above double conversions, the last digit
is rounded.

c The argument is a character.

s The argument .is a pointer to a string. Characters from the

string are printed up to a null character or.until the number
of characters indicated by the precision have been printed. If

the precisionis 0 or missing, the characters are not counted.

% No argument corresponding; '%' is printed.

SEE ALSO

Kernighan & Ritchie pages 145-147.

putcO
s canf 0
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putc, putchar, putw - eut character or word in a file

USAGE

#include <stdio.h>

char putc(ch,fp)

char ch;
FILE *fp;

char putchar(ch)
char *ch;

putw(n,Jp)

FILE *fp;

DESCRIPTION

Putc adds the character 'chi to the file 'fp' at the
and advances the position pointer. -. .

current writing position

Putchar is implemented as a macro (defined in the header file) and is equivalent
to 'putc(ch,stdout)'.

Putw adds the (two byte) machine word In' to the file

putc.
'fp' in the manner of

Output via putc is normally buffered except (a) when the buffering is disabled
by 'setbuf()', and (b) the standard error output is always unbuffered.

ERRORS

Putc and putchar return the character argument from a successful call and EOF on
end-of-file or error.

SEE ALSO

fopenO
fc loseO

fflushO
getcO
puts()
printfO
freadO
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puts, fputs put a string on a file

USAGE

#include <stdio.h>

puts (s)

char *s;

fputs(s,fp)
char *s;

FILE *fp;

DESCRIPTION

Fputs copies the~{null-terminated) string pointed to by's' onto the file 'fp'.
.'

Puts copies the string's' onto the standard output and appends '\n'.

The terminating null is ~ot copied by either function.

WARNINGS

The inconsistency of the new-line being appended by puts and not

dictated by history and the desire for compatibility.

by fputs is
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gsort guick sort

USAGE

qsort<base,n,size,compfunc)
char *base;

int <*compfunc)()i 1* which means: a pointer to a funtion returning an int */

DESCRIPTION

Qsort implements the quick-sort algorithm for
items.

sorting an arbitrary array of

'Base' is the address of the array of 'n' items of size 'size'. 'Compfunc' is a

pointer to a comparison routine supplied by the user. It will be called by qsort
with two pointers to items in the array for comparison and should return an

integer which is less than, equal to or greater than 0 where respectively the

first item is l~ss than, equal to or greater than the second.
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scanf, fscanf, sscanf input string interpretation

.~

#include <stdio.h>

fscanf(fp,control,C,pointer...J)

FILE *fpi
char *controli

scanf(controir,pointer...J)

char *controli

sscanf(string,controlr,pointer...J)
char *string,*controli

DESCRIPTION

These functions perform the complement to 'printfO' etc.

Fscanf performs conversions from the file 'fp', scanf from the standard input
and sscanf from the string pointed to by 'string'.

Each function expects a control string containing conversion specifications and
zero or more pointers to objects into which the converted values are stored.

The control string may contain three types of field':

(a) Spaces,

input.

tab characters or '\~' each of which match any of the three in the

(b) Characters not among the above and not 'X' which must
the input.

match characters in

(c) A 'X' followed by:

an optional '.' indicating suppression of assignment,
an optional field width maximum and
a conversion character indicating the type expected.

A conversion characters controls the conversion to be applied to the next field
and indicates the type of the corresponding pointer argument. A field consists

of consecutive non-space characters and ends at either a character inappropriate
for the conversion or when a specified field width is exhausted. When one field
is finished, white-space characters are passed over until the next field is
found.

The following conversion characters are recognised :

d A decimal string is to be converted to an integer.

0 An octal string; the corresponding argument should point to an integer.

x A hexadecimal string for conversion to an integer.

s A string of non-space characters is expected and wiLL be copied to the
buffer pointed to by the corresponding argument and a null ('\0')

appended. The user must ensure that the buffer is large enough. The
input string is considered terminated by a space, tab or ('\n').
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scanf, fscanf, sscanf

c

e, f

(

D,O,X

E, F

%

input string interpretation (continued)

A character is expected and is copied into the byte pointed to by the
argument. The white-space skipping is suppressed for this conversion.
If a field width is given, the argument is assumed to point to a
character array and the number of characters indicated is copied to it.
NOTE to ensure that the next non-white-space character is read use
'%1sl and that TWObytes are pointed to by the argument.

A floating point representation is expected on the input and the
argument must be a pointer to a float. Any of the usual ways of wr'iting
floating point numbers are recognised.

This denotes the start of a set of match characters the inclusion or
exclusion of which delimits the input field. The white-space skipping
is suppressed. The corresponding argument should be a pointer to a
character array. If the first character in the match string is not IAI,

characters are copied from the input as long as they can be found in
the match string, if the first character is 'AI the copying continues
whi~e characters cannot be found in the match string. The match string
is delimited by a IJI.

Similar tod, 0, x above but the corresponding argument is considered
to point to a long integer.

Similar to e, f above but the corresponding argument should point to
double.

a

A match for 'XI is sought; no conversion takes place.

Each of these functions
matched and assigned.

ERRORS

returns a count of the number of fields successfully

These funtions return EOF on end of input or error and a count which is
than expected for unexpected or unmatched items.

BUGS

shorter

The returned count of matches/assignments does not include character matches and
assignments suppressed by '*'.

WARNINGS

The arguments must ALL be pointers. It is a common error to calL scanf with
value of an item rather than a pointer to it.

SEE ALSO

the

Atoi(), atof(), getc(), printf().
Kernighan and Ritchie pp 147-150
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setbuf fix file buffer

USAGE

#include <stdio.h>

setbufCfp,buffer)
FILE *fpi
char *bufferi

DESCRIPTION

When the -first character is written to or read from a file after it .has been

opened by 'fopenC)', a buffer is obtained from the system if required and
assigned to it. Setbuf may be used to forestall this by assigning a user buffer
to the file. !

Setbuf must be used after the file has been opened and before any i/o has

place.

taken

The buffer must be of sufficient size and a value for a manifest constant,
BUFSIZ, is defined in the header file for use in declarations.

If the 'buffer' argument is NULL CO),
characters are read or written singly.

the file becomes un-buffered and

NOTE that the standard
output is buffered.

error output is normally unbuffered and the standard

SEE ALSO

fopen0
getcO
put cO
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strin2 functions

index and rindex.

strcat, strncat, strcmp, strncmp, strcpy, strncpy and strlen.

USAGE

char *strcat(s1,s2)
char *s1,*s2;

char *~trncat(s1,s2,n)
char *s1,*s2;

strcmp(s1,s2)
char *s1,*s2;

strncmp(s1,s2,n)

char *s1,*s2;
\

char *strcpy(s1,s2)
char *s1,*s2;

char *strncpy(s1,s2,n)
char *s1,*s2;

strlen(s)

char *s;

char *index(s,r.h)

char *s,ch;

char *rindex(s,ch)
char *s,ch;

DESCRIPTION

All strings passed to these functions are assumed null-terminated.

Strcat appends a copy of the string pointed to by 's2' to the end of the string
pointed to by '51'. Strncat copies at most 'n' characters. Both return the first

argument.

Strcmp compares strings 's1' and 's2' for lexicographic order and returns an
integer less than, equal to or greater than a where, respectively, 's1' is less
than, equal to or greater than 's2'. Strncmp compares at most 'n' characters.

Strcpy copies characters from
including the null byte. Strncpy
'52' is too short the 's1'

difference. If '52' is too long,
return the first argument.

'52' to the s~ace pointed to by 's1' up to and

copies exactly 'n' characters. If the string
will be padded with null bytes to make up the
's1' may not be null-terminated. Both funtions

Strlen returns the number of non-null characters in's'.

Ind~x returns
found.

a pointerto the first occurrenceof 'ch' in's' or NULL if not
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strin2 functions (continued)

Rindex returns a pointer to the Last occurrence of 'chI in's' or
found.

NULL if not

WARNINGS

Strcat and strcpy have" no means of checking that the space provided is la"rge
enough. It is the user's responsibility to ensure that string space does not
overflow.

SEE ALSO

FindstrO
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sl,stem FLEX command reguest

USAGE

system(string)
char *string;

DESCRIPTION

System passes its argument to FLEX which executes it as a command Line. The
current program is suspended untiL the command is compLeted and 'system()'
returns the command's exit status.

WARNINGS

The onLy commandswhich can be safely executed by FLEXusing this function are
those which do not overwrite any part of the currently running C program or its
stack area. This usually restricts the use to those utilities residing in the
Utility CommandSpace starting at SC100.
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touE.E!!:..t. toLower character case conversions

USAGE

#incLude <ctype.h>

int toupper(c)

char c;

int toLower(c)

char c;

DESCRIPTION

These functions check that their arguments are suitabLe and return the vaLue

the character mapped to upper case or Lower case where appropriate.

of
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un2etc put chara_cter back on-'n~ut

USAGE

#include <stdio.h>

ungetc(ch,fp)
char chi
FILE *fpi

DESCRIPTION

This function alters the state of the input file buffer such that the next
of 'getc()' returns 'chi.

caLL

Only one character may be pushed back and at least one character must have been
read from the file.

'Fseek()1 erases any pushback.

ERRORS

Ungetc returns its character argument unless no pushback could occur,
case EOFis returned. .

in which

SEE ALSO

getc 0
fseekO
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LOW LEVEL LIBRARY

This section of the C compiler manual is a guide to the low-level file functions
available from C programs. These functions form the interface between C programs
and'the FLEX FMS and simplify file access. Most of the functions available mimic

the equivalent 'system calls' in Unix, sometimes with slight usage changes or
restrictions, and others provide FLEX-specific access to the FMS.

The identification of an open file to the low-level functions is by means of a
small integer called a 'File Descriptor'. Most files must have been assigned a

file descriptor by 'open()' or 'creat()', but there are three which are ope~ at
the start of the program which normally refer to the system console. These are.

a, standard input; 1, standard output; 2, standard error. File descriptors a and
1 may be re-directed from or to files by, for example, 'I.CMD' or 'O.CMD'. File

descriptor- 2 may not be re-directed and may be read or written. The maximum
number of files which can be open at anyone time is 16. The value of a file

descriptor is therefore in the range a to 15.
'.y

The normal error indication on return from a low-level call is a returned value
of -1..The relevant error will be found in the pre-defined int 'errno'. This
location always contains the error from the last erroneous low-level call or
call to the FLEX FMS. Definitions of the errors for inclusion in a program are
in <errno.h>. The error numbers reported by library routines are mainly those
listed in the FLEX documentation. The following is a list of the extra error
numbers required by the library itself:

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

EMFILE 3a
EBADF 31
EINVAL 32
ESTOF 33
EESCR 34

/* too many files - 16
/* file descriptor not

/* invalid argument */
/* stack overflow */
/* ESCAPE return */

maximum */

open for relevant mode */

/* errors from arithmetic routines */

#define EFPOVR4a
#define EDIVERR 41
#define EINTERR 42

/* floating point overflow or underflow */
/* division by zero */

/* overflow on conversion of floating point to long
integer */

In the 'SEE ALSO' sections on the following pages, unless otherwise stated,
references are to other low-level calls.

the

Where '#include' files are shown, it is not mandatary to include them but it
might be convenient to use the manifest constants defined in them rather than

integers; it certainly makes for more readable p~ograms.
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brk~ sbrk request additional working memory

USAGE

brk(address)

char *address;

char *sbrk(increase)

DESCRIPTION

Brk requests that the program's addressable data area should include 'address'.

Sbrk requests that the currentavailabledata area be increasedby 'increase'
bytes and returns a pointer to the lowest address in the the newly available
memory.

Memory acquired by calls to brk or sbrk is logically contiguous with that from
the last such call.

When a program starts execution, memory is aLlocated to the 'bss' segment of
memory which contains aLL the un-initialised variables used by the program. The
CSTARTmoduLe, which is normaLLy loaded with the program, clears this area to
zeros before caLLing 'main' to start execution of the program proper. There is
normalLy a gap between the top of the 'bss' area and the bottom of the currently
reserved stack area. Needless to say, disaster could resuLt if the stack were
allowed to grow downwards into the 'bss', or vice versa. The downward growth of
the stack reserved area is checked on entry to every C function and calLing
'sbrk' or 'brk' wilL check that the upward growth of the 'bss' wilL not overflow
the stack area.

ERRORS

Brk returns 0 if the break couLd be set at the requested place, -1 otherwise.
Sbrk aLso returns -1 on error.

SEE ALSO

stacksize()

setstack()
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checkterm check for a character treed at the terminal

USAGE

checktermO

DESCRIPTION

This function allows the program to interrogate the system terminal for a typed
character and returns its value to the caller if there is. If there is no
character waiting, checkterm() returns -1.

.
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cLose cLose a fiLe

USAGE

cLose(fd)

DESCRIPTION

CLose takes a fiLe descriptor, 'fd', as returned from Low-LeveL
or 'create)' and cLoses the associated file.

caLLs 'open()'

Normal termination of a C program always closes all open fiLes automaticaLly,
but it is necessary to close files where multiple files are opened by the task
and it is desired to re-use file descriptors to avoid going over the system file
descriptor Limit.

Note that file descriptors 0 and 1 may be closed but file descriptor 2 may not.
Both 'open()' and 'create)' search the file descriptor list from 0 upwards
Looking for a free number so, for example, closing 0 and opening a file will
have the effect of making reads on file descriptor 0 get characters from the
file rather than the terminal. However, file descriptor 2 may not be closed
guaranteeing that there is always a channel open to the terminal.

SEE ALSO

create)
opene)
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creat create a new file

~
#include <modes.h>

creat(fname,mode)
char *fname;

DESCRIPTION

Creat returns a file descriptor to a new file available for writing with the
type of file given by 'made'. If, however, 'fname' is the name of an existing
file it is truncated to zero length and the ownership and permissions remain
unchanged.

The values of 'mode' specify the fallowing:

0
1
2

, 'text' type fi le
'binary' type file
'random' type file

- default extension '.TXT'- default extension '.BIN'- default extension '.DAT'

ERRORS

This call returns -1 if there are too many
incorrect value or there is a disk error.

files open, if 'mode' has an

SEE ALSO

writeO
c loseO
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exitL exit task termination

USAGE

exit(status)

exi t (status)

DESCRIPTION

Exit is the normal means of terminating a task. Exit does any cleaning up
operations-required before terminating, such as flushing out any high-level file
buffers, _exit does not, but FMSCLS is always called to flush any.written FCBs.

A task finishing normally, that is returning from 'main',
call - 'exit(O)'.

is equivalent to a

The value of 'status' is placed in ERRTYP ($CC20) so that either. a diagnostic
can be produced by FLEX, or programs such as EXEC, which may be waiting for the

C program to finish, know that an error has occurred.
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devoe.en open a channeL to an arbitrary device

USAGE

#incLude <device.h>

devopen(name,dev,mode)
char *name;
device *dev;

DESCRIPTION

This function provides the faciLity for any device to be treated as a fiLe for
'read()' or 'write()'. TypicaL devices might be printers or paper tape punches
(of fond memory!).

The header fiLe defines a device structure as foLLows:

typedef.struct
char
int

{
*d address; .

(*d init) (),
(*d-read) (),
(*d-wri te) () ,
(*d-c Lose) ();
d_fTag;char

) device;

Note that aLL the members of the structure except the first and Last are
pointers to (addresses of) functions. A vaLue of 0 for one of these members
indicates that no action is to take pLace; for exampLe, a device which needs no
initiaLisation.

The 'name' argument is the name of a fiLe which is presumed to containthe code
for the device driver. The defauLtsfor this fiLe are the system drive and
'.SYS' extension. This argument may be NULL(0), in which case 'devopen()'
assumes that the driver code is aLready in memory.

The 'mode'argument may be 0 for read, 1 for write or 2 for read and write.

The action of 'devopen()' is first to Load the driver, if necessary, then to
assign a fiLe descriptor to the device channeL and finaLLy to caLL the routine
pointed at by 'd initio Subseqeunt caLLs to 'read()' or 'write()' wiLL caLL the
reLevant driver- routine to get or put characters. A caLL to 'cLose()' the fiLe
descriptorwiLL caLL the routine pointed at by 'd cLose'. The 'd address'
structure member may contain the address of the port which is to be accessed.

On caLLs to 'write()', there is a choice of what is to happen on encountering a
'\r' (RETURN). If the vaLue of 'd fLag' is non-zero, a newLine ('\L') is
additionaLLy written to the device.-

The device driver wiLL be caLLed with 'd address' in the X register so that
different devices with the same driver code can be specified with different
device structures.
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devoEen open a channel to an arbitrary device (continued)

PLEASE NOTE

The device driver is assumed to follow the FLEX convention of passing character
values to and from in the 6809 A register. This is consistent with existing

printer drivers etc. If the driver is written in assembler then there is nothing
further to worry about.

For device drivers written in C, a copy of the 'd address' value is placed on

the stack in the position of the first argument to a-function. A 16 bit copy of

the argument in the A register is placed above that on the stack in the place
where a C function would expect its second argument. E.g.:

wr dev(address,c)
char *address,c;
{

etc..

If the 'read' driver code is written in C, it will have to be careful about its

return value. If, for example, the read code has stored its character in a

variable called 'c', there should be a statement such as:

return (c « 8);

in order to get the value required into the A register (because the interface
code puts it back into the B register!).

An example program, "printest.c" is supplied on the issue diskette
use of a standard printer driver with 'devopen()'.

showing the

An example of a simple ACIA driver is in "acia.c".

ERRORS

-1 is returned if 'mode' has an invalid value, there is a file name supplied and

there is an error loading this file or if there are too many files open already.

SEE ALSO

open()
close()
read()
write()
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fms direct access to the FLEX FMS

USAGE-
#include <flex.h>

fms(f,code C,argJ)
fcb *f;

DESCRIPTION

This is the function used by all the C library functions which require access to
the FMS.

The header file defines the structure of a File Control Block (fcb) and some FMS
function codes.'~

The initial action is to place the va.lue of 'f'~ a pointer to an existing FCB,
in' the' X register, the value of 'code', which should be a valid FMS function

code, in the first byte of the FCB and the value of 'arg', where approriate, in
the A register. Then the FMS is called. If there is no error indication on

return from the FMS, then 'fms()' returns the value in the A register as an
integer. Otherwise it places the error number found in the second byte of the
FCB in 'errno' and returns -1.

Thus a typicaL caLLing sequence might be:

if«c = fms(f,F READ» == -1) (
printf(iiFiLeerror Xd\n",errno);
exit(1);

}
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getwd, getsd, setwd, setsd get/set working drive and system drive numbers

USAGE

getwd()

getsd()

setwd(n)

setsd(n)

DESCRIPTION

These functions perform the actions of ASN.CMD in getting or setting the working.

and system drive numbers.

getwd() and getsd()
system drive number.

return respectively the current working drive number ~nd '

setwd() 'and setsd() set the respective drive numbers. In
the PREVIOUS drive number.

addition they return
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gtty, stty control terminal

USAGE

#include <sgtty.h>

gtty(fd,ttbuf)
struct sgttyc *ttbuf;

stty(fd,ttbuf)
struct sgttyb *ttbuf;

DESCRIPTION

""""I;;';> I'II..\.U::>II I..V~~~LCK Tor rLCA...

These calls are available to ascertain details of the current mode of operation
of the system console or to set them to desired values. The settings control the

operation of cills to 'read()' and 'write()' from or to file descriptors 0, 1,
and 2, the standard input, standard output and standard error where these are
connected to the terminal.

Gtty obtains
parameters.

information about a terminal. Stty allows the setting of terminal

The value of 'fd' is not used, but must be present for compatibility reasons.

The include file defines the structure returned by gtty (or assumed by stty)
follows:

as

char

struct sgttyb { 1* structure for 'stty' and 'gtty' *1

};

sg flags,

sg_ki ll,
sg erase,
sg-depth,

sg:width,
sg_spare;

1* mode flag - see below *1
1* line cancel character - default

1* backspacelrubout char.- default
1* console line depth *1
1* console width in columns *1

cntrl X *1

cntrl H *1

1* terminal modes *1

The modes for sg_flags are as follows:

#define RAW
#define C8REAK
#define IOSPCL
#define PAUSE

1
2
4
8

1* single char,no mapping,no echo etc. *1
1* single char input *1

1* no escape check, line split or pause *1
1* pause after each page of output *1

This mechanism provides a powerful and versatile means of controlling input. A
call to 'read()' will normalLy return when the number of characters specified
has been read or a "n' (RETURN) is seen on the input, whichever comes first.
Also, BACKSPACE and CANCEL charactersare honouredto providethe usuaL FLEX
line editing features.
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gtty, stty control terminal (continued)

A call to 'read()' when the mode is RAW will return after the first character
has been collected, regardless of the number requested. RAW input actually uses
the lowest-level code in FLEX, the terminal driver CINCHNE vector at $D3E5) in
order to fetch a character from the terminal port. No editing, echoing or

special character handling is done. RAW output disables the mapping of RETURN to
RETURN + LINEFEED, turns off pausing and the ESCAPE mechanism.

CBREAK is useful where a single character is required and you wish the system to

ignore BACKSPACE and CANCEL processing. .

Setting IOSPCL
character.-

will cause FLEX to ignore the terminal width--and the ESCAPE

PAUSE controls the FLEX pause feature and should normally be set.

These flags can be used in combination so that, for example, setting the value
of 'sg flags' to (CBREAK I IOSPCL)wiII cause single characterinput and no
width or ESCAPE processingon output.

The best way to use 'stty()' is to call 'gtty()' to set up the current values in

a structure, modify this structure and call 'stty()' to reset the values. At a

later time, 'stty()' can be recalled with the original values to bring the
terminal modes back to normal.

At the start of a C program, the value of 'S9 flags' is PAUSE and the width,
depth and the two settable characters are what had been set in FLEX, by TTYSET.

or otherwise, before the program started.

NOTE: The values in 'sg_flags' can be used in combination, e.g.:

#include <sgtty.h>

struct sgttyb buf;

gtty(O,&buf);
buf.sg flags 1= (CBREAK I IOSPCL);
stty(07&buf);
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Lseek Eosition in fiLe

USAGE-
Long Lseek(fd,position,type)
Long position;

DESCRIPTION

'Lseek()' provides a means of positioningfor the next read or write in a fiLe.
This function wiLL ONLY work with fiLes accessed,by 'open()'; this means random
fiLes opened for read, write or update and sequentiaL fiLes open for read. It
wiLL NOT'work, returning -1, on any fiLe accessed by 'creat()', which of course
ruLes out sequentiaL fiLes opened for write.

The read/write pointer for the open fiLe with fiLe descriptor 'fd' is positioned
by Lseek to the specifiedpLace in the file. The 'type' indicates from where
'position' is to be measured:

if 0, from the beginning of the file or
if 1, from the currentlocation.

Note that since FLEX provides no means of knowing, within an accuracy better
than -251, where the Last byte writt~n to the file is, type 2 (seek from end of
file) is not available. Note also that it is an error to seek beyond the end of
a file.

The returned value is the resulting position in the
error, so to find out the current position use

file unless there is an

lseek(fd,Ol,1);

WARNINGS

The argument 'position' MUST be a long integer. Constants should be expLicitly
made long by appending an Ill, as above and other types should be converted
using a cast;

e.g. lseek(td,(long)pos,1);

The implementation of seeking on a sequential file is provided for convenience
but, because there is no FLEX support, it can be very slow. For your guidance,
seeking forwards is done by reading bytes and seeking backwards by rewinding the
fiLe and then reading bytes! However, to rewind a file use

lseek(fd,Ol,O); which is efficient and fast.

ERRORS

-1 is returned if 'fd' is a bad file descriptor,the file is not suitable tor

seeking, the type is neither 0 nor 1, there is a disk error, or the call is an
attemptto seek to a positionbefore the beginningor beyond the end of a file.

SEE ALSO

open(), create) also ... high-leveL function 'fseek'
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°Een °Een a file for read/write access

USAGE

open(fname,mode)
char *fname;

DESCRIPTION

This call opens an EXISTING file for reading, writing ~r update and specifies
whetherthe file is to be treatedas a FLEX binary or text type file according
to the value of 'mode'.

The values for 'mode' and their meanings are as follows:

Value Mode File type Default extension

a

1
2
4

read
write
update
read

text file if sequential
must be a random file
must be a random file

binary file

.TXT

.DAT

.DAT

.BIN

Since a random file created by 'creat()' is automatically
values a and 4 are equivalent for a random file.

made binary, mode

Open returns an integer as 'file descriptor'
. low-level calls referring to the file.

which should be used by i/o

The position where reads or writes start is at the beginning of the'fi~e.

ERRORS

-1 is returned if the file does not exist, the file does not already exist, the
mode is not appropriat~ for the file, if too many files are already open or
there is a disk error.

SEE ALSO

Create)
read()
write()

d~vopen()
close()
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E,error print system error message

USAGE

perrorCs)
char *s;

DESCRIPTION

This routine prints the string pointed to by's' and then the appropriate error

message corresponding to the current value found in 'errno' and finally a
new-l ine.

The output is to the standard error output (file descriptor 2)
message is sough~ in the file 'ERRORS.SYS' on the system drive.

and the error

'Errno' is the pre-defined integer which always contains the value of the last
erroneous low-level call (it is never cleared).
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read - read from a fiLe

USAGE

read(fd,buffer,count)
char *buffer;

DESCRIPTION

The fiLe descriptor 'fd' is an integer which is 0, 1 or 2 or shouLd have been

returned by a successfuL caLL to 'open' or 'creat'. 'Buffer' is a pointer to

space with at Least 'count' bytes of memory into which read wiLL put the data
from the fiLe.

It is guaranteed that at most 'count' bytes wiLL be read but often Less wiLL be,
either because the fiLe represents a terminaL and input stops at the end of a

Line, or end-of-fiLe has been reached.

It is guaranteed that reads from fiLe descriptor 2, the standard error
wiLL be from the system terminaL.

channeL,

If input is from the terminaL, normaL processing invoLves echo and BACKSPACE and

CANCEL character honouring. However, see 'stty()' and 'gtty()' for details of,
and ways of changing these parameters.

ERRORS

Read returns the number of bytes fictuallyread (0 at end-of-file) or -1 for
physicaL i/o errors, a bad file descriptor or a ridiculous 'count'.

SEE ALSO

open()
create)
devopen()
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rename rename a fiLe

USAGE

rename(fname1,fname2)
char *fname1,*fname2;

DESCRIPTION

Rename changes the name of the existing fiLe fname1 to fname2.

ERRORS

-1 is returned if the fjLe named by fname1 does not exist or a fiLe named fname2
aLready exists.
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ret fcb get address of a currentLy open FCB

USAGE

#incLude <fLex.h>

fcb *ret fcbefd)

int fd; -

DESCRIPTION

This function returns a pointer to the File ControL BLock or a fiLe which has
been opened by 'opene)' or 'create)'.

SEE ALSO

The high-level macro, 'get_fcb' defined in 'stdio.h'.
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setstack~ stacksize set or obtain stack reservation

USAGE

setstack(size)

stacksi zeO

DESCRIPTION

The startup module, 'CSTART', which is normally appended to every C program,
loads the~tack pointer with the address just below that found in 'MEMEND'.

The run-time support of a program generated by the C compiler normally ensures
that the program_always has at least 128 bytes of reserved stack space and does
the necessary housekeeping, so it is normally unnecessary for the programmer to
worry about the stack.

However, cc has an option (+S) which allows the user to specify that this
stack-checking code be omitted from the program. It will make a small difference
in code size and running time and should only be used on extremely (and I do
mean extremely) time-critical code.

If a program has been compiled with this option, it will be necessary to reserve
stack space - to avoid a possible attempt to access memory in the 'no-go' area
between the top of the data area and the reserved stack space. Setstack requests
that at least 'size' bytes be available.

In order to determine how much to reserve, the program may be compiled in the
normal way without the +5 option and with a call to stacksize near the end of
execution. Stacksize returns the current size of the reserved stack space
measured from the position of the stack pointer at the start of execution. Note
that programs with recursive functions whose depth of recursion depends on input
data will not provide a reliable indication via stacksize.

Setstack called with a value of 'size' greater than the amount of available
address space will cause program termination with a message on the terminal.
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unlink remove file

USAGE

unlink(fname)

DESCRIPTION

Unlink deletes the file whose name is pointed to by Ifnamel.

ERRORS

Zero is returned from a successful call, -1 if the file does not exist.
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write write to a file

USAGE

write(fd,buffer,count)
char *buffer;

DESCRIPTION

'Fd' must be 0, 1, 2 or a value ~eturned by 'open' or 'creat'.

'Buffer' ~hould point to an area of memory from which 'count' bytes are to be
written. Write returns the actual number of bytes written and if this is
different from 'count' an error has occurred.

Writes to file aescriptor 2, the standard error channel, are guaranteed to go to

the system terminal. Writes to the terminal will normally honour the FLEX width,
depth, pause qnq ESCAPE features. However, adjustments to this behaviour may be
made using 'stty()'. In particular, there is a RAW mode which sends every
character as it is to the screen with no additions or pauses.

Writing past the end of a random file will cause automatic extension of the file
by six sectors.

ERRORS

-1 is returned if 'fd' is a bad file descriptor, if 'count' is ridiculous or on
physical ilo error. ,

SEE ALSO

creat()
open()
devopen()
gtty()
stty()
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STAND-ALONE CODE FROM C

C is an excellentlanguage with which to write programs intended for use in
stand-alone environments and for applications such as process .control. CC
supports such programming, but the means of producing the final code is not as
straight forward as for programs intended to run under FLEX.

The' .procedure to be follow.ed depends very much on, the application and the form
of the ..final code desired, so what follows is a description of the output of CC
at various stages and the user can decide forhim/herself what should be done.

. .
. .

CC~CMDitself isan executive,program whi.ch largely runs in the Utility Command
Space st~rti~g at SC100; there is a smallse~tton which processes the arguments, .~
which ru~" at SOOOOarid is overwritten by following programs. CC sorts out what.
has to be done. by the var1'ous const i tueot,' parts, of 1:h~,,compi ler,. 'c,auses .FLEX to
execute .them in the correct order .andei'),sures:that':.the output fi le names conform
to the conventions set out in the manual~ . .

~ .', . .' : .j l'

If ,.the "+A' option is used when invok.ing}-~.CCithe, p~ocess.'i'ng- ~ is' st,?pped before
any assembly tak'es place. 'It, .maYfbe",ln$.tr.uc'tive-'"for3 the.:~ser to inspect the code" "

produced;.-particularly H'the '+C' op't;'ori'- source lines.,tQ be output with .the...
assembly. code as comments... is 'also used~'. At' thiS stage the "code could'be used'
as a source moduLe for assembly with others.' .

. ~" ,:, ~;Vj-!:, o:,:.:,,~'. ...: :""'1r."!i't}.~.i-' ")':',",", :t' '-",.::.. ": .:. ,:' ,~,:.~'

If the '+R' option is used, the ouputs are relocatable modules which may be
l ink-loaded using CLOAD.CMD with oth.e~fimodules l,eJther from single'.f.iles or
libraries of modules. It is a't this stage that control can be exercised over the
locations of the text (executable code and initialised data areas) and bss
(un-initial ised data area) can be exercised..",; , " ' .

'. '.
;'

',.'

"
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STAND-ALONE CODE FROM C (continued)

The C loader, CLOAD.CMD, with the cooperation of the C compiler, completely

separates the text segment from the 'bss' segment which is in contrast to
LLOAD.CMD (part of the TSC RELOCATING ASSEMBLER - LINKING LOADER package) which
mixes them up except for common blocks. The text segment is located, by default,
from address 0 upwards and contains the text from all the modules loaded. If the
C source code of a module defines variables without initialising them, the

assembly code output of the compiler will contain a section of code headed by
'bss'. After this are the 'rmb' directives allocating sufficient storage for

each identifier. In a similar way, variables declared 'direct' are placed in the

'direct" segment by the compiler. In normal circumstances, the direct and bss

areas come immediately after the text segment of the program. The load map of a
typical program will look like this:

Location 0 --> program & data of module 1
program &.data of moduLe 2
... .

... .

program & data of module m
program & data of library module 1

'edatal -->

gap to put the 'direct' segment on a page boundary

'bdp' --> 'direct' of module 1

'direct' of module 2

....
'bss' of module 1

'bss' of module 2

. ..' .

'bssl of module m

'bss' of library module 1
... .

'end' -->

The locations 'edata', 'bdp' and lend' are values generated by the loader which
can be referred to by code in any of the modules as if they were external labels
and which refer to the end of the text segment, the start of the 'direct'
segment and the end of the 'bss' segment respectiveLy. The program will always
start execution at the beginning of the text segment. There are, however,
command-line directives to the loader which enable the user to place the text
and bss segments at different locations in the address space.

+T=<address>

+B=<address>
specifies where the text and data should be placed,
specifies where the bss segment should be pLaced.
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I STAND":';ALONE'CODE' FROM'c', :"(c()'~'~inlJ.edj

The "<address> sho~ld'-bein hexadecimal~If 'the '+T='-directive is missing, the
,text segment wi II be Loaded from '0 upwards~ If the '+B=' di r~,ctive' _h - missil')g,
the bss segment will be loaded from the end of the text segment upwards~ If the'
segments would overlap when loaded into memory, a loader error'is generated. For '
example, the command" ',., -' ," --

, .
-- '" ," .". , ': e>'--

++.+CLOADFILE1. R FILE2. R +L=O. CLIB~LIB+T=8000 +B=O +O=PROG.CHD.' '.

would procuce an executable cinary' 'file with 'the' following memory map:""- , -

Location 0 ,bdp , ': '--> ~'cHrect" of FILe1'
direct of FILE2
bss of FILE1

.' bss of FILE2'
bss of library modl.ll-e 1

J > ~..-".

<,-',', , .-,.. ,

~i"" , .

~, 0'," !

--,'..

'end':' ~i<~ ~~9:~~.~.~~0 ~ ':.:, :;I':!',:~,:~f:);~'~ ~,~ ~:~:~:

:.;,

!!~G

d.,,': '"." ,:..', ~

. [)

:;.
i'

, CO,!;;>: ;;,; ',..' :

unused address space,, '

:'~fi
,-- Clrn

, :Y','7 ",'

:1\' "',-~~-',

,;', :;,'

Location $8000 --> text and data of FILE1
, text arid data of, FILE2,

text and data of library module 1

'~ Y,:a~

.,:(-' --l';;:'~""'-"HFj::>f""",~;:-i."
: r....

,-";::>:.~. '),-.,::"", ,'_: tJ).:, '(~;:,....
:,:" .-:,-,'" '," ,'c-''; ('..C'

,',.,
j",'" t.iC-":

'edata' ->
" ""- ';"'-,1;:'," , '-' '

. .'". .

:":: ,'" ',,':--:;',:' " ;':)i':f"._,." "~'I' ;-: ," :':'-,3' h":,'~ -- '::- h'.::, y::'c.(- ,"'\/h::':;...
; ;6c<,; r:

It s~o~ld be no~ed that the definition o.t:t~e C,..~~p.gyag~..sf?e~lfie~~!~ha~;:~~l
un-in1talised var1ables have the value zero at" the moment' the program "starts
running. Since all these variables are in the di rect and ,bss segments, it..)s
relatively easy to c,lear this area of memory before executing 'main'" the,. point.
of ,entry to the program"p-roper'~ In order to make it'simple for an initialising. ' .. - ,.. ~', ... ,', --.", ' . . ' '." , 0"
rout1ne to find whereto start 'and' f,nish the' memory clear1ng",operatioo, the
loader defines the address of the start of the direct segment 'cHi'tbdpl.!The end
of the bss segment is just 'end'. -- ", \,','

'; "', ~ ,...,i- ".-,
.',' i ,'t

.,.,

.'
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Below is the source code of the standard starting-up routine 'CSTART',which is
loaded with the program when CC.CMDis alLowed to take care of al~op~~ati6n~~
from compilation to loading. This should b~ used as a modeL for a us~r-written
starting medule. Naturally, aLL the FLEXdependent stuff can be left out in
stand-alone application~. "' .

lib
name

flexlib.a
'cstart

FLEX definition file
)~qduL~ 'name'

~alues accessible from outsideglobal _flacc,errno

these thr~e .,i.n.the di rect ,page ":; . t.' ::.1.

;; ~. ;.:

'"
; ,j ,

.:,;,; .~.. .. , '

i ::.. \. ltj:';.-:) ,

place to save. Flex stuff
floating point & long' -accumulat°'b'~:;:! j

error indicator. . .

:b;;'::.q~" '. l:."":'. fy';ci:U.,l

. ..';::1 .,. I,:' f.:L' ,. .," " -.-' (/i')Of\J;: f'lV [:1"i'<.;
*
*
*
cr

"(f.
ff

character equates
'.' .' ..
,". .' "

; u:>_.~:.. "', ,: '.-' c

equ
equ
equ

$01)
$OA
$OC

card age return
line feed character
form feed character

.'" ,.:);:;i';,t,t.'

'*

*
*

global. _START,sbrk,brk,_exit,exit,stacksize,_~tkcheck,setstack
. ' ,.". . '."',..,"'" ,.' :: i. : ..'
take exec from FLex command handler.

.. . ' ';' ""., . "

,. . '1 . .',," ~,';', .j',; r\ ...':' :) i,.i..>~'

;::'Oi', .;-"." "

_START
:' "cc"': ',. .' ;:, ,0.

pshs
ldd
tfr
tfr

dp
#bdp,

"a ,dp
d,x

.. .
t'emp.': storag'e f~r'" pr~vious tip; '~~:i>"" c.,:,'

. be~inn~ng of, direct page.. 'i'j' J>;'" "3 ~,;
set' up' new dp , ". ,: c: ;: '-. - ,.;:

ready to Clear . :' ::::,' ._~)
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di rect

_mtop rmb 2

_sttop'rlllb 2
stbot rmb 2_.

bss
. flxsav rmb 8

:fLacc rmb 8
errno rmb 2
dpsave rmb 1

text

* clear dp and bss
,cl rcom cmpx #end finished?

beq clear yes - on to next
cLr ,x+ clear & bump
bra clrcom round again

clear
./

puls a restore oLd dp
sta dpsave and save it for exit
stx _mtop first availabLe new storage

* now clear the rest o.f memory
1 cmpx MEMEND finished?

beq cLdone yes - on to next
cLr ,x+ clear & bump
bra 1b round again
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cldone
lds
sts
sts
ldd '

jsr
jsr
pshs

MEMEND
sttop

-stbot
#-128

stkcheck
-shell
d,u

* save FLEX parameters for
ldx #_flxsav
lda CURCHR
ldb LSTTRM

. ste- O,x++
ldd CBUFPT
std O,x++
lda DOCMDF
ldb WORN
stdO;x++
ldd REJADR
std ,x

set up stack pointer
store as stack, top
and stack bottom'
rese~ve some space

-W1fJ-1 p";{) -£ {2 C( $C (...2-e

get command-line args.
build the argument list

restore at exit,
point to save area

"."

get docmd flag
,",' ,

get flex' r~~,a,dd,~>,\
'," ,', " ,", ,'" ,

'..i, '," ,

""
, ., . - ."" "
, .' "

* set up exit1 as ESCAPE return address
ldd #exit1
std ESCRET

, ,, * position cursor atbeginnfng
lda . #cr
jsr OUTCH2
lda #If
j s r OUTCH2

,""
" .

,l..

of next line
,..

, " "~:

on 'to next"'screen 'l ine
", ',", ,,,:~""

,...' "

* all set - now call the main program
j sr main

* arrival here means the program fin5shed~ormally
ldx #0 ' . ,', , '
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* set up exit status and dummy return address
exit2 pshs d,x
exit

jsr _tidy1 does 'fclose'
exit

jsr _tidy2 does 'close'
ldd 2,s
stb ERRTYP store error 16r waiting program
beq 1f
lda #cr
sta C flxsav+2J prevent continuation of command line
sta flxsav+1
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*
*
*
1

put FLEX back together and exit

jsr
ldx '

ldd
sta
stb
ldd
std
ldd
sta
stb
.ldd.,
std
lda
tfr
jmp

close any others hanging aboutFMSCLS
# flxsav
O,x++
CURCHR
LSTTRM
O,x++
CBUFPT

O,x++
DOCMDF
W DRN
,x
RETADR

dpsave

,~,dp
"WARMS

..

,C,"

restore previous dp "", > , ",

0,'"">°,;'j<>'f:
" ,

','
'"

'.:', .::

* here from eSCAPE return
exit1 ldx . #1

bra exit2

*
* Set' the stack size available tosome'large v~tue.
* May be u~ed if stack checking is turned off for
* efficiency. ' ' , """," ;,

.. ,', " ,',',c;" "

sets tack

ldd
nega
negb
sbca

*
* Res~rve stack space reporting an error on overflow~ '

* On entry, the D register contains the NEGATIVE of the
* requir~d~pa~e.

* C functions always try to reserve 128 bytes more than is
* currently known to be required.
*
stkcheck

- leax

~ ~ - cmpxblo
rts

" ."" '""., ~'",;~ "" ",.,

exff' stat'us ,'" ,. ".~,

, f: i;', ..'

, . ",,'i, f,

~Q?~~£ ?~ r~:t~ 0 , ,,',

,

::< ~' DJ:'

"".. .,;,J.:?',l,:", !"," '" i ',':",

G!.";

'"
'i , (

2,s " get the des ired" _,5ize
, . ,,","'. "- ..
'negate ,t,

."
" l::~;' 1 :i;

#0
;'1: ,

',", " .'

d,s '"

stbot
-fst1

point to the new requested stack bottom

higher than previous?
no - check can we do it

yes - no problem
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fst1
cmpx _mtop is it below available storage?
blo fsterr yes - overflow
stx -stbot no - reserve it
rts and retu'rn

_fsterr
ldx #errstr point to error string
jsr PSTRNG call FLEX to output it
jmp exit1 exit abnormaLLy
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*
* Report the current stack allocation.
*
stacksize

ldd
subd
rts '

*'

* sbrkCtncre~~nt)
, :",' , "', ' ~, '* .. -

, ..',,' i','

sbrk . , '.
ldd 2,s

,addd mtop

* '<'s~d:\:.: ~',t.s ,,'
* brkCaddress):
*:
brk

errstr
data
fcc
fcb
tex,t

ldx
cmpx
bls '
ldd
ldx
stx
rts

notenuf ldd
rts

sttop
-stbot

top of stack
less bottom of stack

n**** STACK OVERFLOW****"
,13,4

get a chunk of'rnemory'fr6m our add~ess_space
, , ',0' ,', ;~-;.", ",", " "',,"' ,!,,',

,"

" .' -, ,," " +f -'j : , " ,-"

pick up length of requi rement >'!"'-

'f~~~'" i?,the, H~i~. poi ntel7, ; " > ,'; .<
'i~~t~tt t~~::j~B~a~~? addr.e~~ ~~<?t;>.;;:", :;' ,'~'<~,;t~

limit check addres~ wiih;s~ack pointer

stbot
2,s
notenuf

mtop
2',s
_mtop

get current stack lower limit -

compare to requested address
if, lower ,not enough memory'
pi ck up the li mit address'
pick up the new limit address
stuff into limit slot

#-1 return ERR indicator

Notice that, in the stack reservation section above, comparison is made with
'_mtop' rather than '#end' because memory can be reserved from the current ;,

memory top by 'break' and/or 'sbrk' Cq.v.) and thus '_mtop' may vary~ ' ".
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There are one or two other things which shou~d be borne in mind when producing
stand-alone or rom-able code. The Standard Library provided, CLIB.LIB, contains
a large number of functions which assume the existence of FLEX and call various
FLEX entry points. If the program uses any of these and the user has not
re-defined the functions, in his own modules and,thi~ li~rary is searched by
CLOAD, the program may try calling locations ,in memory wh~re there is no
executable code. To avoid this possibility, the following techniques are
available:

1. Ensure that the program does not call any of"the.'dangerous',functions.

2. If you have the TSC library generator, 'LIB-GEN',' you can create your own
,- library by using the C compi ler to make relocatable modules and 'LIB-GEN' to

combine them. Then either confine the loader to searching in Your own Library

or make it'searchyoJrs ffrst'~"lif":two~ior''inore;"lnodulesin libra'ries conta'in
the same required entry point, it is the f;rst one encountered which i~,<.;,>

loaded., .' , ' ' ','.

.. ',",<> .-:,:: ':>n~") ~;r,' ;!

3. Don't, bother with libraries:'at;:all;]us{'w:r1te all the functions i1'e~ded in
",', "." ","" '."G,l""""',,: .","",""."'1::. " " '

the program itseLf and prevent the'toader'from searching any library. >:,

~ ,~~JT2 ~~f~ ~~~JhbQ ~~ ". ;' ,'; ,.. ,- ,', ,."
" ('-'.." , ;'-'d

" ....

:-,:'~.;" r ~ 'i:'.,~":."",,:") ::1"~':r: ;~"'.(:

.':";,..i.:,,<,": '.,: :':::,1':"; ~' ..' ;,~ , "

:;.':': ,'" '1'; """ ~<

':-",< ,1 ',', ':. ::' '.,'

c. , :".,- ';" : ': ;:':):;

',< ',. c " "'.. 'r',' ",,'
'. ,

,'; . ".. , " Lii> ":-..:,(1.!;~:c:,

'" ,
..... ,

... . . ",,: :"
"'" ::.r';;.:
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. INTERFACING TO ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

In the normal course of events, it is entirely unnecessary to substsitute
assembly code for Ccode in a program. The small savings in object code size and
execution time are not worth the disadvantages of using a lower-level language.
However, for the rare occasions when it is essential to use assembly code the
following describes how C functions are structured.

All code produced by. the C ~ompiler is designed to allow the' assembler to
produce relocatable object modules. This means that there are no 'org'
directives. It is the responsibility of th~ loader to place the ~ode at the
desired location in memory.

The layou~of the stack on entry to a function called in the form

foo(argO,arg1,arg2,...argn)

is as follows:

~rgn
: ..
arg2
arg1
argO

stack pointer -> return address

Each argument occupies as many bytes asis necessary
arguments of type Icharl occupy two bytes not one.

for its type. However,

Immediately on entry the U and Y registers are pushed onto the stack so as to
pres~rve their values over the function call. This re~ults i, the stack looking
like:

argn

stack pointer ->

arg2
arg1
argO
return
U reg
Y reg

address

so that the first argument is at 6,s.

Space on the stack for local variables, if required, is then reserved below this
by moving the stack pointer down.

The returned value from a function is passed back in a different form depending
on the type of the returned value. For all 8 or 16 bit types the value is
returned in the D register. For a long, float or double the value is in a fixed
location where eight bytes are res~rved which has the label I flacc'. In
addition, the X register points to I_flacc' and'hence to the returned-value.

NOTE: If a function returns a value of type char it will be converted to inti
this means that the actual byte is in the B register and this is
sign-extended into the A register.
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The calling sequence, then, need not worry about the U and Y registers as a C
function will preserve their values but the stack must be restored as the C

function. will not restore it. All that ;s required ;s to push the arguments onto
the stack IN REVERSE ORDER, call the function using a 'jsr' instruction and then
restore the.stack pointer by the sum of the bytes pushed before the call.

In order ~wo write a function which behaves like a C function only
have to be observed:

three rules

1. the values of the U and Y registers must be preserved,

2. the code must allow a relocatable module to be p~oduced,
3. the stack pointer must be preserved.

The latte~should probably beimpleme~ted by restoring to the state on entry and

executing an 'rts' ;nst~u9tion. .

If the assembly code function is to return a.value then it shoul-d ' imitate
function as aboVe. .

a C

It is recommended that assembly-code functions are kept ;n :~eparate files to the
C code and not written in using the'#asm' compiler directive. In order that the

. loader 'can link the function to the rest of the program, the name of the
function should be declared 'global'. NOTE that a relocatablemodulemust have a

name; see the documentationof 'CASM.CMDJ. .;
" ".

. ., " ,: -' --.'
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ACCESSING HARDWAREIN CPROGRAMS

There are a number of techniques for accessing hardware in C programs. The
definition of C enables the programmer to dispense almost entirely with assembly
code except in very rare circumstances. After all; C was developed for writing
the UNIX operating system.

The first and simplest method is to use a pointer. Any value may be assigned to
a pointer and the pointer subsequently used to access the address pointed at. As
an example, suppose we had a hardware register we wished to address at SEO14,
the following definiton of a pointer wouLd be adequate:

char *reg = OxeO14;

This defines' a' pOiritercalled ':r~~'-wl1fch isin;tialis-~d to 'cont'ain the
of the register. Now we can access the register as follows:

address

value1 ::: ~reg;
*reg=' vaLue2;

,;. , ,

," ic

The second method arises from the ability to'use an integer on the left hand
side of the I_>' operator as if the integer was a pointe~ value. If we had a
device located at SEO14 which had two registers we might write the folLowing:, 1

1* anonymous structure to declar.e the members *1
1* data register *1
1* control register *1

OxeO14

Now to access the device:

DEVICE1->datreg = value1i
value2 = DEVICE1->conregi
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struct "
Char datreg,

con reg;

}i

#define DEVICE1
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The third method is a LittLe dirtier andean onLy be guaranteed to work with
this compiLer because the '#asm' directive may be missing in other compilers.
The first thing to do is to declare objects as if they were to be defined in
another moduLe of the program:

extern struct {

char datreg,

conreg;
} device1;

then access the members of the structure as if it
variabLe:

W9S a reguLar c structure

devi~e1~datreg = vaLue1;
vaLue2 = device1.conreg;

finaLLy~ and outside any C function, tell the,ASSE~BLER where 'device1' is:

#asm
device1 equ
#endasm

.~,

SEO14 : .1":"

".'

,- , ,;,' '.. .."

.'.:

..
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C-BUG

As an example of the use of C for the production of stand-alone code which can
be placed into ROM, the following is a descriptionand listingof a simple
system monitor which could form the basis of many 6809 projects. This
application was chosen because it illustrates many of the useful features of C
but is not quite as straight forward as other C programs. Here is a chance to
see how the McCosh C complier performs in REAL jobs being targeted to ROM.

SPECIFICATION

The specification of CBUGis as follows:

1. The target machine will have a.2K of ROMfor CBUGat SF800 - SFFFF.

2. The targ~t machine will..have a minimum of 2K of RAMfor CBUGat SOOOO- SO7FF.

3. CBUGwill conta1~ the.6809 interrupt vectors from SFFFO.
. .

4. Interrupt processing' wilL~e fuLLy implemented. User-changeable 'soft'
interrupt vectors'will reside at the low end of the RAMreserved for CBUGand
wiLL be initialisedto point to a 'panic' reporting routine within CBUG.

5. It is not intended that CBUG
services such as terminal access.

wiLl be calLed by user programs for system -

&. The only function provided with this version of CBUG is a memory dump
facility (what do you expect for a 'freebie'). However, th~ structure to
expand the monitor along with most of the the necessary low-level support
routinesare present. .

7. Console communication will be via an MC6850 ACIA addressed at SEO04. The ACIA
will be initialisedfor 8 data, 2 stop, no parity and X16 clock. The location
of the ACIA (ACIA) and its initialisation constant (CONFIG) may be alteredby
modifyingthe sourceof'TERM.C'. .

DISCUSSION

The vast majorityof the code for CBUG can be written in C, which makes it quick
to write and easy to maintain. The penalty in code length is not great as can be
seen. The examplesuppliedis fully operational using just about half of the
available 2K of ROM. This leaves approximately 1K for the reader to add extra
routines of his own.

It is necessary, however, to have some code in assembler. The 'restart' code,
entered on a hardware reset, is very short and consists of a loop which clears
the RAM, calls 'main' and repeats. Interrupt prq~essing, as specified, must have
some low-level register twiddling code and the vectors themselves have to be
placed precisely at SFFFO through $FFFF.

It is this last requirement which causes the only major problem. The use of
relocatable modules and a link-loader gives great flexibility but it carries one
drawback ... IT IS NOT POSSIBLETO SPECIFYTHE ABSOLUTEADDRESSOF ANYTHING AT
COMPILE TIME because this would defeat the. whole object of relocatability. Thus
'org' is neither appropriate nor possible. Additionally, absolute expressions,
which can be compLetelycalcuLatedby the assembler, cannot involve values found
in 'other' modules.
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DISCUSSION (continued)

The solution is to make the whole thing into one module. As you can see, the
main code in 'CBUG.C' makes use of the C '#include' facility and. the assembler
'lib' directive to ensure that the resultant assembly code is all in one file.

This allows allows an expression to be formed, which is 'absolute' to the
assembler, for the size of the gap betw~en the top of the code plus the data and
the interrupt vectors. This is the expression which is the operand of an 'rmb'
directive in 'INTRUPT.A'. Now if the loader is instructed to place the whole
blvck ot code at SF800, the vectors will slot in directly where required.

For testing purposes, however, it would be nice to be able to run CSUG as a FLEX
command. All that is required in this instance is to link-load it at some
address below FLEX. Of, course the interrupt 'processing system will not work
here, but at least you can use the memory dump facility to check that everything
is in the correct place and,:perhaps, te~t any .xtensions you may hav~ added.

The code has been written so that it is completely independent of the functions
in the Standard Library, including arithmetic. The only special provision which
had to be made is con~~c~ed with shifting. The compiler wilt generate code
in-line to shift the 'D' register left or right if the number of bits of shift
is four or less. Over four it generates a call to a library routine. In a couple
of places it is necessary to shift by eight bits, but it turns out that these
are really to get a value in the 'A~ register to be a 'c' integer or vice 'versa.

In these cases the code has been changed to a, call to an assembler routine,
'swapb', which swaps the 'A' and 's' register~. '

IMPLEMENTATION

8efore you attempt to compile CSUG ensure that you have the following
your 'WORK' drive:

files on

CBUG .C
START .A
TERM. C
INTRUPT .A

... the main code

... startup code

... terminal driver code

interrupt vectors and processing code

Compile to a relocatable module thus:

+++CC,+ORS,CBUG.C

The flags just set will affect compilation as follows:

+0 call the assembly code optimiser

+R stop when the relocatable module has been compiled and, leave the
in 'CBUG.R'.

result

+5 do not add in stack checking code at the entry to C functions.
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IMPLEMENTATION (continued)

Finally, link-load the relocatable module thus:

+++CLOAD,C8UG.R,+T=<ROMADDRESS>+8=<RAM ADDRESS>

where <ROMADDRESS>and <RAM ADDRESS>are expressed in hexadecimal.

For example to satisfy the specifications for RAM at $0000 and ROMat SFOOOthe
command to the loader is:

+++CLOAD,C8UG.R,+T=F800+8=0000 ".,

Th& result ~ill-be a FLEX format binary executable file

will have the fGllowing memory map:

SFFFF

I '

SFFFO

$F800

S07FF

$0000

in..},~,?U~pu~. cmd'
which,

+ ~ ~ +

I' 'har~J'.int.erruptvector; 'I:'
+ . ~ .n..;; ~--i "';.; '..;..

I ' I .

I I

I 'FREE'
/

..

I .

I I

I - - - - - - - - - - -'-- ~ -- -, I

I I

I . I

I ' I

I CBUG code I

I I

I I

I I

'... ,

.>..: ',;' " J.

;'~ '"

",,":-

:. ," , .

,." ..

:y..

+---------- +

+ +
I STACK I
I I I
.I I I
I v I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I r
I I
+ +
I 'soft' interrupt vectors I
+ +

It is hoped that this and the following sections will take some of
'mystique' out of producing ROMable 'stand-alone' modules from C programs.

the
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CBUG.C

1* cbug.c
*
* J. McCosh
* 21 March 1985
*1

1* This is the main program file of a skeleton
* for a simple ma,chinemonitor.
*1 .

#asm .

* tellth~assembler how big we are
ROMSIZE equ $800

.'.' : ,.. .,. ".'
* pull in the start code

lib start.a

.",nO<\

:"'t"':'~':" ,','

#endasm
,," """"n'," -, ~..,...

1* Definitions of th'e 'soft' vector locations.". "
* THESE MUST BE THE FIRST GLOBAL~MUA~L~..Dl;t~N,JIIONS
* that they reside at the low end ~f the RAM.
*1 .

int C*sw3vec)C),C*sw2vec)C),C*frqvec)C),
, C*irqvec) 0, C*swivec)(), C*nl1livec)0;

the declarations of functions they. point to by default.. ,"!tl..
int sw3vC),sw2v(),frqvC),irqvC),swivC),nmivC);

. r::~,: ,. ".'" ,.: '>Jo ,. .' '~-'; , :;:

to.ens~~~~:~':,,><., ,""', ~i'. 0 .

char versionl:J = "\l\nCBUGVersion O.1\n\l";

mairiO
<

1* first
sw3vec =
sw2vec =
frqvec ==
irqvec =
sw;vec =
nmivec =

set up soft
sw3v;
sw2v;
f rqv ;
i rqv;
swiv;
nmiv;

vectors */

termini to;
putstr(vers;on);

for(;;) {
putstrC"\n\l-> II);

sw;tchCgetch(» {
case 'V' :

putstr(version);
case' \n' : . .

break;
case 'D':

dumpO;
break;

case 'E': 1* exit *1
termreset 0;
return;

1* etc.. *1
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CBUG.C (continued)

'~

default:
putstrC" What?");
break;

)
)

)

dumpO /* dump memory contents */

(
register char *start;
char *end;
register int coun~;

/* get-addresses */
putch(t t);
start = getadd();
putch(t_t); ,

end =getaddO; ,., '
, "

/* sensible range? */
if(start >= end) {

put st r (" Bad ,range \ 7") ;
return;

'r ',.,":'

)
,',

/* main loop */
for(count = 0;;) (

if(count ==,0) (
/* new line and'
crlfOi
putadd(start)i

,,'

current address */

) -.

,putch(t t)i
hexbyte(*start++)i

/* finished if completed range or user hits a key */
if(start> end II checkterm(»

breaki

/* reset counter at end of Line */
if(++count == 16)

count = 0;
)
crLfO;

)

putadd(address)
char *address;
(

hexbyte(swapb(address»;
hexbyte(address>;

)
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CBUG.C.- (continued)

hexbyte(n)
{

hexnibbLe(n » 4);

hexnibbLe(n);
}

hexnibble(n)
{

}
putch«n &= Oxf) > 9 ? (n + lA' - 10) : (n + '0'»;

crLfO
{

}
putst r< "'n \ l") ;

. .

putstrCs)
register char *s;
{

whi LeC*s)

putchC*s++);

" ;-.:-

"

}

getaddO
{

unsigned char bufr4J;
register unsigned char
char *add = 0;
char c;

register int i;

*p = buf;

fore; = 0;; < 4;) {
c = getchO;

ifCc >= '01 && c <= 19~)

*p++ = c - 10';
eLse ifCc >= 'AI && c <= 'F')

*p++ = c - C'A' - 10);
eLse if(c == 1\10') {

1* BACKSPACE typed *1
ifC;) {

p--;
i---,

}
eLse

putchCI I)-,

continue;
}
eLse {

1* nonsense *1

putstr("\10\7"); 1* BACKSPACE & BELL *1

continue;
}

i++",
}
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1* now add it up *1

for(i = O,p = buf;i++ < 4;)

add = «unsigned)add « 4) + *p++;

return add;
}

doint(string)
char *string;
{

1* this is the routine caLLed

~when the soft vectors have
* since entering,'main'.
*1 .

putstrC"\L\nPANIC: ");
putstr(string);

crLfO;

resta rt 0;

1* NO RETURN *1

}

1* PuLL in the terminal driver code *1
#incLude "term.c"

#asm
* byte swap - to avoid calLing Library
* arithmetic routines

swapb
Lda

Ldb
rts

3,s
2,s

after an interrupt
not been disturbed

#endasm

* puLL in the interrupt processing & vectors
Lib intrupt.a
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TERM.C

1* term.c J.McCosh, 21 March 1985 *1

1* This is a simple devic~ driver interfacing to tbe C monitor
* for a terminal attached to an MC6850 ACIA type device. *1

struct acia {

unsigned char control,data;
};

#define ACIA OxeO04 1* modify this to change the address 6f the ACIA *1

#define RESET Ox13
#defineCONFIG Ox11

#define CHARIN 1
#define. CHAROUT 2

1* m~dify this to change the initialisation constant *1

terminitO
{

ACIA->control = RESET;
ACIA->control = CONFIG;

.""

}
... .

getchO
{

char Ci

while(!(c = checkterm(»)
.,

if(c >= lal && c <= 'z')

c &= Ox5f;

putch(c);
return c;

}

putch(c)
char c;
{

whi lee(ACIA->control & CHAROUT) == 0)
;

ACIA->data = c;
}

checktermO
{

if«ACIA->control & CHARIN) == 0)

return 0;
else

}
return ACIA->data & Ox7t;

termreset0
{
}
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START.A

* start.a
*
* J.McCosh
* 21 March 1985
*
* Start- only entered from a hardware reset
* or after an interrupt is processed by 'doint'.

* it is assumed that the monitor ram available is 2k

* define the low end of ram (follows '+8' directive)
.. bs.s

bbss equ * '
,.

text'
restart lds #bbss+2047

* clear the ram,
ldx ..

clloop clr
cmpx
bne

#bbss

,x+
#bbss+2048
clloop

jsr
bra

main
restart

* define the start of the data portion

* (always after the whole of 'text')
data

bdata equ *
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INTRUPT.A

* intrupt.a
*
* J.McCosh
* 21 March 1985
*
* 6809 interrupt processing

text

* Transfer to
*
*
*
*

the soft vector address

Set up so that interrupt processing
can be dOne in routines which return
with arts'. This suits t better.

* these are the Locations set up
* in the soft vectors by 'restart'

. text
* firq - fiddLe staek
frqv Leas -1,s

pshs x
pshs . ee,d,dp

* now stack pointer points
Ldx 7,s
sty 6,s
Lda 9,s
stu 8,s
ora #$80
sta ,s
pshs x
Ldd #FIRQ

to Look Like aLL the rest
get on even offset
in finaL resting pLace

at usuaL stack frame
get return address
can now sLot in Y reg
get oLd cc
can now store U reg
set entire bit.
store modified ec
set return address

ints
pshs
jsr

d
doint C code in the main monitor
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swi3 jsr Csw3veeJ
rti

swi2 jsr Csw2vecJ
rti

firq jsr CfrqveeJ
rti

i rq jsr CirqveeJ
rti

swi jsr Cswivee]
rti

nmi jsr CnmiveeJ
rti

* strings for the argument to 'doint'
data

SWI3 fce "SWI3",0
SWI2 fcc "SWI2",0
FIRQ fee "FIRQ",O
IRQ fee "IRQ",O
SWI fee "SWI",O
NMI fec "NMI",O
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INTRUPT.A <continued) .

* as it is currently written, doint does not return
* but it may be changed by the reader. The following
* will keep things tidy.

leas 2,s
rts

data.

* 'hard' vectors . j.J,..J.
vecsizeequ 16 ~r~-
* start at $XffOj~

rmb <ROMSIZE-vecs iie- <etext";r'eitart)- (~bdata»

fdb
fdb
fdb
fdb
fdb
fdb
fdb
fdb

0
swi3
swi2
firq
irq
swi
nmi
restart

reserved

'hard-wired' to restart
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irqv ldd #IRQ
bra ints

swiv ldd #SWI
bra ints

-
sw2v Ldd #SWI2

bra ints

sw3v ldd #SWI3
bra ints

nmiv ldd #NMI
bra ints

etext equ *
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SCIENTIFIC FUNCTIONS IN 'c'

This section is a 'freebie' and does not form an integral part of the McCosh 'c'

compiler package. The information presented here is for guidance only and it
hoped that it will assist users who need scientific functions with limited
accuracy for use with 'c' programs.

A C K NOW LED GEM E N T

The routines in this section were developed by Ron Anderson,
_author of the 'FLEX USER NOTES' column in '68 MICRO JOURNAL.

Some of the coefficents used in the routines were presented
in an article in the April 1983 issue in an article by Matt
Scudiere.

NOT E

The accuracy of these routines is roughly as follows:

SINE, COSINE and TANGENT approximately 12 digits.
ATN approximately 8 digits.

LOG and EXP approximately 5 digits.
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SCIFUN.C

1*
*
*
*
*1

Scientific Functions Package.
coefficients for least squares polynomial approximation
from Dr. Matt Scudiere's article in April '68' Micro
Journal. Adapted by Ron Anderson.

#define PI 3.141592654
#define PIO2 1.570796327

#define -E 2.718281828
#define -LOG2 0.693147181

double poly_Jop,table,count)

double op, table[J;
int count;

{
double temp;

temp = table [count--J;

do temp = temp * op + table [countJ;

while (count--);
return (temp);

}

double sin (angle)

double angle;
{

int negative, iquad;
double sine;
static double coeff[8J =

{ 1.0, -1.66666666664e-1, 8.33333331830e-3,
-1.98412680061e-4, 2.75572376227e-6, -2.50512272520e-8,
1.60733744416e-10, -7.62537407575e-13 };

1* coefficients yield rms error at 50 points, of
when calculated with 17 digit arithmetic *1

if (angle == 0.0) return (0.0);
iquad = angle/ PIO2;

angle = angle = iquad * PIO2;
negative = iquad & 2; -
if (iquad& 1) angle= PIO2 - angle;
sine = angle * poly (angLe * angle, coeff,7);
if (negative)sine = - sine;
return (sine);

2.5e-13

}

double cos (angle)
double angle;

{

return (sin (angle + -PIOZ»;
}
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SCIFUN.C (continued)

double absf(number)

double number;
{

if (number < 0) number = -number;

return (number);
}

double sqr<arg)
double arg;

1* square root *1

{
double result, guess;

guess = 10.0;
do
{

result = arg/guess;

guess = (guess + result)!2.0;
}
while (absf (guess - result)! result> 1.0e-6);
return (guess);

}

double atnCnumber)

double number;
{

int red p,sign;
double angle;
static double coeff[9J =

{ 1.0, -0.333331812655, 0.199937622722,
-0.142092500507, 0.106559258762, -0.0752762936056,
0.0429032902763, -0.0161727657155, 0.00287135396373 };

1* rms error at 50 points approximately 6e-9. Results good

.to about 8 places with these coefficients *1

;f (number < 0)

{

. numbe r = -numbe r;

sign = TRUE;
}
else sign = FALSE;

if (number> 1)

{
recip = TRUE;
number = 1!number;

}

else recip = FALSE;

angle = number * poly (number * number,coeff,8);
if (recip) angle = PIO2 - angle;
if (sign) angle = --angle;
return (angle);

}
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SCIFUN.C (continued)

double tan(angle)

double angle;
{

return sin(angle)/cos(angle);
}

double In(number)

double number;

1* natural log *1

{
-- int n;

static dguble coeffC9J =

{ 0.0, 0.9999964329, -0.4998741238,
0.3317990258, -0.2407338084, 0.1676540711,
-0.0953293897, 0.0360884937, -0.0064535442 );

if (number <=0) return (0.0);
n=O;
whiLe (number> 2.0)
{

number = number 12;
n += 1;

)
while (number < 1)
{

number = number * 2;

n -= 1;
)
return (poly (number-1,coeff,8)+n*0.6931472);

)

double Log(number)

.double number;

1* base 10 log *1

{
return(ln (number) * 0.4342944);

)

double exp(number)

double number;

1* e to the x *1

{
. int k;

static double coeffC8J =

{ 0.0,
0.1666653019,
0.0013298820,

0.9999999995,

0.0416573475,
0.0001413161

0.4999999206,

0.0083013598,
);

if (numbf!r > 87.0) return 1.0e38;

if (number < -88.0) return 1.0e-38;
k=1;
while (number> LOG2)
{ -

number = number - LOG2;
k *=2; -

)
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SCIFUN.C (continued)

while (number < 0)
{

number = number + LOG2;
k 1= 2; -

}
return «poly (number,coeff,7)+1)*k);

}

double alog (number)
double number;

1* antilog base 10 *1

{

}
return (exp (number * 2.302585»;

double xtoy(number,power)

double number, power;
{

if (power == 0) return 1.0;
if (number < 0) return 0.0;

return (exp (In(number) * power»;
}
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SCITEST.C

1* SCIENTIFIC FUNCTION TEST PROGRAM *1

#defineTRUE -1
#define FALSE 0

#include <stdio.h>
#include "SCIFUN.C"

main 0

(
double a[!gle, sinangle, cosangle, tanangle;
double number, power;

pffinitC); 1* to include double and float printf capablity *1

printf ("input angle for sine, cosine and tangent

scanf ("%F",&angle);

printf (II\n");

angle = angle * PI/180.0;
s;nangle = sin (angle);

printf ("sine %12.9f\n",sinangle);
cosangle = cos (angle);
printf ("COS %12.9f\n",cosangle);
tanangle = tan (angle);

printf ("tan %12.9f\n",tanangle);

printf ("input nunJber for square root ");
scanf ("%F",&number);

number = sqr(number);

printf ("square root is %12.9f\n",number);

printf ("input number for arctan ");

scanf (II%F",&number);
angle = atnCnumber) * 180/PI;

printf ("arctan is %12.9f degrees\n",angle);

printf ("input number for natural log ");
scanf ("%F",&number);
number = In(number);

printf ("natural log is %12.9f\n",number);

printf ("input number for log base 10 ");
scanf ("%F",&number);

number = log (number);

printf ("log base 10 is %12.9f\n",number);

printf ("input number for exp It);
scanf ("%F",&number);
number = exp(number);
printf ("exp is %12.9f\n",number);

printf ("input number for antilog base 10

scanf ("%F",&number);

number = alog (number);
printf ("aLog is %12.9f\n",number);

");
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SCITEST.C (continued)

printt ("input number for xtoy ");
scant ("%F",&number);
printf ("input power for xtoy ");
scanf (II%F",&power);
number = xtoy (number,power);
printf (IIxtoy ;s %15.11f",number);

}
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